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Partner’s Panorama

Editors’ Note
We very much regret the delay that has
occurred in the publication of this issue, due
entirely to circumstances beyond our control.
For this reason some of the information
contained in Newsletter and Clubnotes, particu
larly dates of events, is late in appearing. This
is not the fault of the authors of these items,
and we apologise to them for any extra burden
this may have caused.
The anticipated publishing date for the next
issue is 17th November.
Please send contributions to London by 6th
October.

EDITORS
London

Roy Wood
Beth Bancroft
Brian Tucker
Jim Blake

Belfast
Glasgow
Hong Kong
Kendal
Nigeria

Gordon Allen
David Moncrieff
Peter Heath
Morris Hopkins
John Gandy

turn to write Partner’s Panorama
again has come faster than I
anticipated and, perhaps needless
to say, at a very inopportune moment in the
middle of our major re-shuffle of offices, in
cluding my own. Consequently, I must in
fairness absolve the Editorial Board immediately
of any blame for the late issue of this l3th(!)
number of PONTIFACT.
In the last two numbers, Mr. Sang and Mr.
Grace have outlined the development of the firm
and of consulting engineering generally through
the past fifteen years; and have described and
explained some of the problems and changes
that inevitably accompany growth of a profession
al organisation such as ours. I propose to
widen the panorama further by giving some
observations on the Presidential tour of African
countries which I undertook last year for the
Institution of Structural Engineers, because this
is the first opportunity I have been given to do
so and because I personally think that, as in
actuality a Partner must constantly extend his
panorama far beyond the immediate confines
of his own firm’s activities if he is to perform
his duties and obligations properly, it is appro
priate that this Panorama should likewise be
enlarged occasionally. However, its primary
purpose is to give news about S.W.K.P. and I
will first review progress on the matters which
Mr. Sang and Mr. Grace reported as under
consideration, and other recent activities.
The new Staff Handbook has been issued and
work is proceeding on further sections. The
new Pension Scheme also has been brought into
being as has an Executive Health scheme for
those of us who have reached the age when,
according to our medical friends, it is advisable
under modern business pressure to take guard
against overstrain in the human body as well as
in the less animate structures for which we are
responsible.
The Scrutiny Section has also been established
and, headed by Charles Hsiung, has we believe,

already made valuable contributions to the work
of the firm. Progress on the reorganisation of
the Library, the production of more standard
specifications and the compilation of job records,
if slower than all would wish for, has been
worthwhile bearing in mind that few items are
more greatly affected by pressure of day-to-day
work. This, incidentally, has been very high in
the U.K. offices since the beginning of the year.
Apart from the various matters reviewed at
each of their monthly meetings, the Partners
have been devoting particular attention to a
complete survey of top organisation and manage
ment, including division of duties and responsi
bilities amongst all the senior executives and
heads of sections. This is yet another subject
which at a certain stage in the growth of a
firm must be tackled in detail sooner or later.
Already, certain innovations have been made
and others will follow, the results of which
should in due course, contribute greatly to the
efficient and smooth running of the organisation.
Associates monthly meetings, on similar lines
to those of the Partners, are now solidly estab
lished and informal lunchtime meetings of
senior engineers have also been instigated to
provide opportunities for them to exchange
experiences and views on each other’s jobs and
problems. The Staff Department—which as
explained in earlier ‘Panoramas’ has to play a
vital role—has been rechristened with the more
truly descriptive name of “Staff Services Depart
ment” and is being reorganised under the direc
tion of Mr. Edington, working on administrative
matters in conjunction witli Mr. Moodie.
Mr. Edington suffered a very serious illness in
late 1964 and his willingness to take on now the
onerous (and often thankless!) duties of Staff
Services Consultant deserves the recognition and
support of all, especially during the present
difficult period of transition.
Of late, further progress in the top manage
ment review has been hampered by Mr. Sang’s
emergency operation on a second “gammy”
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knee, following which he unfortunately suffered
alarming, unexpected after effects, and the ill
health of Mr. Measor which eventually forced
him to take a rest. The S.W.K.P. partnership
is one of friends as well as colleagues, so their
recovery was both a relief and a real pleasure to
the rest of us. The end of this winter has in
fact brought rather more illness than usual to
many and, whilst happily most have recovered,
all who know him are very sorry that Mr.
Bowring has suffered so severely as to enforce a
long absence. I extend very best wishes to him
at this moment and to Mrs. Hawkey who has
had to undergo another operation which I
understand has been successful.
Mr. Grace dealt comprehensively with techni
cal activities in the last Panorama and I will add
little more than a postscript. Both the Glasgow
offices continue their activities at full stretch;
Belfast is being expanded to meet the Northern
Ireland motorway programme and Kendal
office is now fully geared (at least I hope it is!)
for the four sections of the Carnforth to Penrith
(Shap) portion of the M.6. The Tanzania
office expansion also is in progress and with the
Teeside Traffic Survey in prospect, yet another
branch office has to be planned. These large
motorway and traffic projects naturally tend to
take the limelight, but the structural side has been
no less active and it will perhaps surprise some
to know that it still accounts for 50° of the
U.K. firm’s total work. Space precludes des
criptions of all the new commissions entrusted
to us during the last quarter, but I think that
the large extensions to British Nylon Spinners
(now l.C.l. Fibres Ltd) Pontypool, Doncaster
and Gloucester factories should be mentioned.
As usual, the programmes and cost/time output
demanded for these projects are nearly (but not
quite) impossible and set very onerous targets
for us and for other members of the team,
including the B.N.S. engineers themselves. In
the modern world there is more to engineering
than just technical perfection desirable though
that is and to succeed in doing a good job at very
high speed can bring in the end a sense of achieve
ment and satisfaction no less—and indeed in a
way sometimes more—than the nearly perfect
job, done relatively at leisure (if there is such a
thing nowadays!). We have worked for and
with B.N.S. for twenty years on projects of many
sizes and types and all the many members of
our firm who have been associated with these
projects, will surely feel pleased and indeed,
quite proud that again B.N.S. have asked us to
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lead their consultant teams on works of vital
importance to the Company. To have such
appreciation of one’s past efforts is particularly
gratifying when it comes from men with whom
one really likes to work.
Congratulations to all the assistant engineers
who, by obtaining corporate membership of the
“Civils” or “Structurals”, have become chartered
engineers. This is one of the vital steps in the
career of any engineer and on this occasion, at the
risk of embarrassing him, I will single out Graham
Walker’s achievement for special mention. For
him no short cuts were possible and he took
every examination in the notoriously hard way
from the first preliminaries to the final Associate
Membership paper of the Structurals; a fine
achievement and example of what can be done
with persistent effort and determination, spurred
by the frequent application of a Scottish brogue
(leather genus).
In addition to top management etc. the Partners
have been pre-occupied with the question of new
head offices which, in our case, has been compli
cated by the recent restrictions on office building
in the Greater London Area. We are attaching
due importance to a location which, for travelling,
housing and shopping, will be as convenient as
possible for the majority of the staff and are
aiming to give definite information not less than
two years before any move is made.
And now for a glimpse at wider fields.
Immediately after finishing our U.K. official
programme with an extremely pleasant Summer
meeting in Scotland, my wife and I began on
the 1st June, the first stage of otir African tour.
We arrived in Kano, (Northern Nigeria) to find
that a general strike had just started and, though
a cocktail party with members of the Structurals
and the Joint Group on the first night was a
delightful start, we soon ran into difficulties
because, due to the strike, the local plane on
which we should have travelled to Kaduna the
next day left several hours early without us.
Eventually, Mr. Adams rescued us at midnight
and drove us through the early hours of the
morning. Already, all services were in jeopardy
and being run by handfuls of senior Nigerian
and British officials and volunteers (who incident
ally did a magnificent job and, I am glad to
report, inclLided a large proportion of engineers).
Nevertheless, in addition to S. &. W., K. & P.
staff, we met and discussed current problems
with many officials and old and new friends.
I inspected the extensions to Kaduna Power
Station and attended a meeting of the joint
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Group, the ‘Structurals’ and other members of
the Engineering Institutions Joint Council,
during which we heard an excellent talk and
discussion on and visited the Kaduna Water
Supply project. I was favourably impressed
with the standard of workmanship on that
scheme and our Nigerian colleagues—whom it
was a particular pleasure for my wife and me to
meet—can justifiably feel satisfied with it. At
the end of the engineers meeting, I was asked to
give information about and answer questions on
the Engineering Institutions Joint Council and
was truly stimulated and encouraged by the
markedly keen interest in and goodwill shown
for this body, to which I personally attach great
hopes and faith. I found the same feelings
later, in Lagos and elsewhere. Alas, the pressure
of the general strike on normal activities increased
rapidly; my eagerly anticipated trip to the Wuya
Bridge (then nearing completion) had to be
cancelled and it was thought advisable for us to
leave prematurely and return to Kano in order
to catch a trans-continental plane from there to
Lagos. This we did, after two days of virtual
confinement (which we prefer to forget,) only to
find that conditions in Lagos were little better.
Though, thanks to individual kindnesses, I vas
able to meet a number of members and their
wives at an evening reception, our intended
activities had to be curtailed and in view of the
catastrophic effect that a delay at this stage
would have had on our tour, we stayed at the
Airport Hotel ready to catch the first plane on
to Johannesburg. I must confess we have
rarely been so relieved to see a plane as the Pan
Am jet which finally arrived dead on time and,
incredibly, thanks again to the work of volun
teers, left dead on time for the long evening haul
to Johannesburg.
If the inescapable difficulties in Nigeria caused
us disappointments, the welcome at Johannesburg
after midnight certainly compensated for them.
Despite the late (to be exact, early) hour, there
was a cheerful party of senior members of the
Institution and their wives waiting to welcome
and take us to the hotel where we immediately
had a foretaste of the wonderful reception and
hospitality that we were to find throughout
South Africa. Kind messages and masses of
flowers and fruit from the Branch Chairman and
Committee, from personal friends and relatives
elsewhere in the country and from the hotel
itself, filled the rooms and nothing that could
conceivably have increased the pleasure of
our arrival in South Africa had been forgotten.

Immediately, the onerous programme ahead of
us assumed a brighter aspect and my wife, on
whom the main brunt of the enforced trials in
Nigeria had fallen, even ceased to worry about
the probleni of getting me out again at 6.30 a.m.
to keep my first engagement.
We spent over two weeks in Johannesburg,
interspersed with an equally enjoyable week in
Cape Town. Space precludes mention of any
but a very few Qf our many activities, which for
my part included visits to engineering works of
all types ranging from one of the deepest gold
mines in the world to some of the highest build
ings in the Union, and including the civil work
in the fantastically extensive native housing
schemes on the outskirts of Johannesburg.
Lest anyone should wonder what structural
engineering has to do with gold mines, let me add
that each of the large mines where ore is crushed
has a massive complexity of structures on the
surface and that at West Driefontein contained
one of the most outstanding achievements that
came to my notice anywhere—a 900 ft. span
suspension bridge designed and put into conimis
sion in nine (lays, after the disaster when the
entire ore-crushing plant suddenly disappeared
in a 100 ft. deep earth hole. Other particularly
interesting structures included the partly com
pleted prestressed concrete motorway viaduct
over Johannesburg railway station, the latest
thermal power stations in the Rand (on a par
with the biggest in the U.K.) and the new Cape
Town railway station. It was in Cape Town
that I was taken to a structural fabrication works
which, though relatively small, was a striking
example of how enthusiastic management,
clever design and intense use of modern equip
ment can produce welded steelwork to compete
successfully with structural concrete, in both
cost and appearance. I also managed a glimpse
of B.N.S. South Africa factory and
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interest and many commented generously on the
progressive quality, the size and the scope of the
work illustrated as compared with nations who
have been less reticent about their achievements.
Fortunately, my wife and 1 always enjoy
visiting new countries and meeting people, so
tough though our programme had been, the time
to move on the next stage of our journey arrived
all too soon. However, though the Bowen
family is not large, I have, as E.O.M. once
remarked in America, exported my relatives to
strategically well placed localities, and we looked
forward to Durban with special pleasure because
we were to stay with my cousins, two of our
closest friends. They in collaboration with
Hugh Irving, the Institution’s senior representa
tive had craftily arranged a programme in which
bursts of official engagements alternated with
free days so that we could have some relaxation
between the intense activities of the previous

four weeks and those which we had still to
undertake before our tour ended. Though
kindly warned and advised by the two Presidents
who had preceded me, the stages before Durban
had been so interesting and pleasurable that
only in retrospect have we realised how in
valuable this period was in releasing the physical
and mental strains inevitably imposed by tours
such as ours. Relax (if not rest) we certainly
did, for here again the welcome and hospitality
extended to us by everybody was extraordinary
and between the mans’ official and private
social events, there was time to make up my
notes and supplement the various hurried
reports on urgent matters that I had been firing
off at odd moments to H.Q. in London. (How
Mr. Morgan managed to decipher all of them so
accurately only Mrs. Freeman can explain).

We also had time to learn more about life and
general conditions in South Africa and to gain
on the spot information about the country’s

special problems. In the technical field, projects
I remember vividly are the New Nurses Home,
which included a multi-storey slab block and
extensive use of brick facing unusual in these
days; and the world’s biggest sugar silo, one of

the finest examples of meticulous structural
design and execution that I have yet seen any
where. The production of sugar as a major
trade in Natal has expanded greatly since the
Cuban crisis and on a private visit to a friend’s
sugar plantation I was shown an absorbing
contrast to the new silo—an old sugar mill
which in itself was a veritable museum of ancient
British steam engines and pumps many nearing a
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century old but still working 24 hours a day.
Soon they will stop for ever, because a new mill
is nearly completed, but I suggested and hope
that some will be preserved as historical reminders
of the splendid design and workmanship of our

Let’s have a Party

forebears.
The winter weather in South Africa, with
sunny days, cool nights and by our home stand
ards, very little rain and snow, had suited us well
and we had felt the extraordinary ‘pull’ of the

open country, so it was with a real sense of
sadness that we turned back from Durban
towards the North and home. Everywhere in
South Africa, through visits to engineering and
building projects, to Universities, Technical
Colleges and Research establishments, official
meetings and informal discussions with fellow
members and other engineers, I found clear
evidence that, following a period of hesitancy
after the withdrawal from the Commonwealth,
the country is going forward energetically, with
increasingly heavy demands on structural and
civil engineering, in consequence of which
engineers are grappling with intense programmes
and facing many problems similar to our own
at the present time. Professional standards,
teaching, research and quality of design generally
are akin to ours in the U.K. The wider recog

nition of the vital contribution of constructional
engineers to the development of countries and
the upsurge of their status, to which I referred in

my Presidential Address, were also evident.

In

short, constructional engineering is “booming”
in South Africa; and it was particularly grati
fying for me to find that in this, the first overseas
branch (and now one of the largest), there is
still a very genuine and close regard for the
Institution which I had the honour to represent.

General conditions in

South Africa have

attracted world wide attention and much com
ment during the past few years. I would not
pretend to be an expert on them after one quite
short visit and will simply report a few facts,
the significance of which readers can judge
themselves. The picture we formed from what
we actually saw, heard and learnt, differed very
much from that which could be gained from

news reported in the U.K.

We did not see any

sign of anything remotely like the incidents in
the U.S.A. which had featured several times on
the TV. news at home earlier in the year. The

comments on and criticism of governmental
and political activities in the opposition news
papers in South Africa were the sharpest and
Continued on page 29
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he party was over and there was Mr.
Williams not saying goodnight, but of
all things making arrangements with the
Dorchester for next year’s party!
On the following day while people were still
discussing the events of the previous evening,
someone, somewhere (who shall be nameless),
was busy typing letters confirming the place,
band and M.C. for the next year. The party is
then “officially” over until the following August,
when the files wilL be taken out, dusted down
and thought turned to the printing arrangements
of the next menu. At the same time the printers
will have to be told the number of invitation
cards needed.
Sometime in September comes the problem
of who has to be invited, in other words who is
attached to London Office as this year the
‘outback’ offices had their own parties, and
where the invitations should be sent to. This is
where the organisers and the Staff Services begin
to wish that they had never heard of a Scott &
Wilson staff party, since even a mind reader
would have difficulty in locating some people’s
whereabouts. However, the omnibus edition
of the guest list is eventually prepared and the
Partners’ copies distributed. The list will be
kept up-to-date right up to the day of the party,
so that newcomers to the firm and people on
leave from Overseas will all receive an invitation.
The invitations themselves are sent out about

It seems a long time on looking back to
Christmas and the Staff Pa,’ty, which on
this occasion seemed to be enjoyed more
than ever. So rather than ills! say thank
you to the Partners and to those responsible
for the arrangements, we have done a little
bit of’ persuading and asked Pat Stowe to
write tills short article on how tile pony
arrangements were made.

six weeks before the actual party, so that replies
can be received in good time for final numbers
to be confirmed with the Hotel.
On the subject of numbers, it is interesting to
recall that in 1947 the party consisted of 50
people gathering in Dr. & Mrs. Guthlac Wilson’s
flat at Dolphin Court. By 1954 the venue had
changed to accommodate 100 guests, and
thereafter the firm’s expansion was matched by
the guest list showing 200 by 1958, 300 by 1961
rising to nearly 400 on the last occasion in 1964.
This does not take into account the staff parties
held by other offices.
Christmas parties are not complete without
paper hats, streamers, balloons, crackers and
spot prizes. Once the numbers are known a
trip is made to Hammersmith, where a quaint
old-fashioned shop will sell to you anything you
require in this line. Masks and hats hang on
the walls, great bins of every conceivable Christ
mas decoration stand on the wooden floor and
Assistants are there to help find anything that
you can’t see straight away. The table decora
tions, which last year were so much appreciated,
were made by a friend of Mr. Williams.
Choosing the right food and wine is always
important and the Dorchester have a compre
hensive ‘check-list’ of what can or cannot be
done, including the compatibility of various
foods and religions.

6
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century old but still working 24 hours a day.
Soon they will stop for ever, because a new mill
is nearly completed, but I suggested and hope
that some will be preserved as historical reminders
of the splendid design and workmanship of our

Let’s have a Party
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Mr. Sullivan, the M.C., now comes into the
picture and the evening’s programme is talked
about so that he knows how many ‘Spot Dances’
to organise, and what mood the evening’s
dancing should follow. Froni this point the
M.C. and the band vill get together and decide
upon the evening’s music. We always have
difficulty in convincing the Hotel that there
really will not be any after-dinner speeches, and
no matter how much we insist that we do not
have ‘that kind of party’ they always seem to
have a microphone in the wings in case some
body changes his mind.
Last year a new system of table planning was
tried, because the number of guests had in
creased to such an extent that the old method
of people finding seats for themselves would no

Tell him

longer work effectively. Once the groups of
people wanting tables had sent in their names,
these were literally mixed up in a hat together
with table numbers and a draw was held to
allocate the groups to a table number. A
table plan and list was then drawn up and sent
to the Hotel for display in the Foyer on the
night of the party.
On the eve of the party arrangements are still
not complete, since ‘volunteers’ have to be
found for the task of blowing up the multitude
of balloons. These gallant gentlemen are
enlisted from the ranks of S. W. K. & P. and
still have enough strength left to dance later on
in the evening. From this time onwards
everything rests in the hands of fate.
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What’s new? or Gainful gimmicks
by Roland P1/char :

by Jolni Caldoit’

“9/1)
hat is new on the Rialto?” I asked.
A turn of phrase, you understand.
He grunted and turned the page.
It is an idle observation, I know, but I have often
noted that people find intelligent communication
difficult before coffee arrives in the morning. A
doctor once told me that people who went without
breakfast becanie irrational by eleven o’clock.
Corroborative evidence you might think, regard
ing the time that one’s colleagues get out of bed
in the morning—apart, that is, from the 9.15
lift queue, muttering as with one voice about
the vagaries of the Southern Region service.
But to return to my friend and the advertising
pages of a well known daily paper. The Rialto
in question. By no means all the occupants of
Victoria Street are paid up members of the
Tory Party but most of them keep an eye on
the market trends revealed in the advertising
pages of this daily. There is, for an instance,
satisfaction when it is noted that Trumping,

flOW by H. H. Exelby

If with pleasure you are viewing any work a mail is doing
If you like him or you love him, tell him now;
Don’t withhold your approbation till the person makes ovation
And he lies with snowy lilies o’er his brow.
For no niatter how you shout it, he won’t really care about it,
He won’t know how many teardrops you have shed,
If you think some praise is due hini, now’s the time to slip it to him,
For lie cannot read his tombstone when he’s dead.
More than fanie and more than money is the comment kind and sunny,
And tile hearty, warm approval of a friend;
For it gives life a savour, and makes you stronger, braver,
And it gives you heart and spirit to the end.
If lie earns your praise, bestow it; if you like him, let him know it;
Let the words of true encouragement be said;
Do not wait till life is over underneath tile clover,
For he cannot read his tombstone when he’s dead.

cartoons

difliicult before coffee arrives in the morning

.

Dummy and Partners have re-inserted their
advertisement of last month but with an import
ant change in the salary offered. A sign that
the market is hardening. Ha! And when that
gentleman in the new Greater London Council
put in that advertisement offering sizeable four
figure salaries for senior traffic engineers—
previous experience not essential—a shock wave
travelled up and down Victoria Street pene
trating even those backwaters of drawing
offices where no discernable ripple had ever
before been noticed.
With a last lingering look my friend had
forsaken those verdant pastures of page where
the print is large and the offerings are inclosed
in individual boxes. Those fascinating legends
that read like something out of the Arabian
Nights—salaries of £10,000 and upwards with
the usual fringe benefits (not so much fringe
either, but rather a whole way of living!) and fin
ish with the whimsical sally, “Those whose salaries
are not already in this range, need not bother to
apply.” There is logic for you. Anyway, as
I say, my friend had at last forsaken these lush
commercial growths and was grazing among
the short dry grass of the professional appoint
nients.
“Now, if you really want to better yourself”
I said, “and escape from your working class
surroundings, you have got to think of a new
racket; dream up a new ploy and make it your
own. Convince people that it is important and
indispensable and, by analogy that you are
important, indispensable and expensive. The
idea does not really need to be original. All
that matters is that no one should have worked
that particular gold mine before.”
“Meaning?”
“Invent a new technology.”
“You’re joking, of course.”
The reply was not meant to be encouraging.
I could tell. I’m not stupid. He was going
to be difficult to convince. But my hobby
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horse was raring to go and I leaped into the
saddle without further ado.
“It is not as difficult as you might think. All
you need tc do is to think of a subject; invent a
terminology; boost it with conviction in the
right places and you’re away. You know the
adage about bluff or something baffling brains,
well, it is quite true, and the weapon is the terrni
nology. People always get confused and worried
if they don’t know the meaning of words. They
assume that they mean something and that
because you are using them, you know that
meaning and that something. Now then, bear
in mind that civil engineers, as a class of individ
uals, have little faith in their academic know
ledge or ability. They tend towards the belief
that everyone else is cleverer than they are:

that they have somehow succeeded in muddling
through so far is fortuitous and although they
will intrepidly undertake the implementation of
a vast project, the like of which they have never
attempted before, they do sometimes have the
uneasy feeling that half inch bars at six inch
centres or a six inch pipe at one in a hundred,
do not always provide the complete answer.
Then is the time that they will rush with a sigh
of escaping responsibility straight into the arms
of the specialist or expert. Then is the time to
be that specialist or expert.”
“Consider for a moment. Originally there
was no such thing as a division of engineering
effort into the categories of consultant and
contractor. The people who were concerned
with building a thing were also responsible for
designing it. Then gradually the designers
hived off. They sought to compensate them
selves for the fact that they weren’t actually
making things—only drawing them—by sur
rounding themselves with an aura of professional
snobbery and calling themselves ‘consultants’.
It was a clever title implying access to a Pandora’s
Box of secret knowledge: a whole mystic. It
created a tradition. ‘[ am Sir Oracle, and,
when I ope my lips, let no dog bark!’ Shake
speare wasn’t to know of course, but by reading
‘a consultant’ in place of ‘Sir Oracle’ and ‘con
tractorjclient’ in place of ‘dog’, he had created
an article of faith for the new calling.”
“Then came the subdivisions. The new
callings within the new calling. The earth
wall of some wretched reservoir in north
London moved and, all of a sudden, a group
of enterprising gentlemen dreamed up a thing
called Soil Mechanics. And most effective it
was. They made a mystery out of making
mud pies. (Engineers in Africa still refer to
them as Witch Doctors.) No longer is it
possible to prod an excavation with the ferrule
of an umbrella and pronounce on its bearing
capacity. These gentlemen now must always
be called in to shake the bones and hedge their
bets with their special jargon of ‘ifs’ and ‘buts’.
But the point is, that whatever may have been
said about them in the early days, they are
completely accepted by the most crusty sliderule prophet now. They are accepted and
consulted. They have arrived.”
“Those that arrived too late for this bonanza,
set up a rival faction, as it were. True, it took
the failure of an arch darn or two to provide the
necessary publicity, but they lost no time in
pointing out that there ought to be a new science
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of Rock Mechanics. No doubt their lexico
graphers are already at work compiling a new
dictionary of technical terms to frighten in the
customers.”
“Concrete technology is old hat now and ever
since that wretched Road Note was published
there is no future in advising on concrete mix
design. There is always that danger of course.
Popular Science and paperback literature might
queer the pitch for those who have grafted away
for ages building up a technological monopoly.”
“That diluting medium—water, has also
produced a crop of specialists, the most recent
of these probably being the Hydrologists.
Before long you won’t be able to open an
umbrella ithout consulting them. You have
to hand it to them; they thought of a clever
twist. Water itself is commonplace, so they
never mention it by name. Precipitation, yes:
soil moisture deficit, yes: interfiow, yes: in
filtration and surface runoff, yes: even the
hydrometeorology of a maximum possible

storm, but, not water! A stroke of genius.
That, plus the use of non-linear partial differ
ential equations which no one has yet managed
to solve, have given them quite an edge.”
I paused.
“You talk a lot” he said.
“But you must admit” I cried, “that it is all
true.”
“Well,” he begrudged, “even if it is. What
of that? Thesç people that you have mentioned
are all boffins. I am not.”
“1 can see that you have not had your coffee
yet. You haven’t got the message”, I hissed.
“You don’t need to be a boffin—just a salesman.
Create a need and then provide the gratification.
All you need is an idea, brass neck and bluff.
The brains will be baffled alright. Having
chosen your idea it is up to you to persuade the
customers that it is important.”
“For an instance?”
“Well, for an instance, I saw an athertisement
some years back for a ‘Paving Engineer’. Not
a road engineer, mark you, but a paving engineer.
I have often wondered what he claimed to do.
The salary offered did not give the impression
that he merely offered advice on how to get
your fingers out of the way, when lowering
paving slabs. He had obviously got a gimmick
and persuaded people that they needed it too.”
He pondered.
“Oh, I don’t know” he said. “Perhaps he
had got something to do with the design of
pavement thickness or something like that.”
“There you are!” I exclaimed. “You have
fallen for it too.”
“Well,” he said at last, “what new rackets or
gimmicks can you suggest?”
“I can see” I replied smugly, “that I have got
a ready made gimmick advising others on how
to find their own. How about becoming a
Platform Engineer on the railways. You could
advise on height, shape and length; also the
length of run-in required for late arrivals in the
rush hour. You could also advise on the colour,
texture and tone of the upper surfaces. You
could perhaps devise or invent platforms that
moved bodily with their human load from one
set of tracks to another so that you could change
trains without effort and without confusion.
You could
“The Railways are not building any new
platforms” he remarked, dryly. “They are
abandoning some of the old ones.”
“You have a point,” I conceded. “What
about highways then? You could make a
.

• I am Sir Oracle

.

.
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of Rock Mechanics. No doubt their lexico
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storm, but, not water! A stroke of genius.
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.
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arguments for the removal of thousands of
cubic yards of the existing bottom and their
replacement with an equal number of cubic
yards of some other borrowed material. All,
needless to say, at great expense. You could
give a definitive value to the time it took for
empty beer bottles thrown overboard to build
up a significant bottom deposit”
“Of course, if you have an agile mind, a cool
nerve and a well developed legal sense, you
could take to selling priced documents to
contractors or advising consultants on how to
negotiate their fee agreements to their best
advantage without involving the wrath of the
Association.”
not
“And why,” he asked, at last, “have
done any of these things yourself?”
“Why? Oh well, you could say that I am
still waiting for the right moment to present
itself.”
“Ah. Well this is one right moment anyway.
The coffee is ready.”
And so another day begins. Nothing changes.

you

latest cat’s cradle of an intersection

speciality of designing vast signs to elucidate
the latest cat’s cradle of an intersection. With
perseverance you could get around to making
them bigger than the intersection itself. You
could try your hand at extending some of the
present pleasing ambiguities of phrase such as,
‘in emergency use the verge’. Or you could
take to advising on the shape, size and type of
visual obstruction to be placed in the central
island between the carriage ways to prevent
head-light glare. You could dream up some
fancy terminology like headlight scatter and
oblique hallation effect. You could collect a
lot of statistics and draw up curves of most
probable values and confidence limits.”
“In the field of Public Health Engineering
there is great scope for a multiplicity of speciali
ties, though it is true that most of them have
been covered by commercial patents. You could,
however, become an expert on the design of
special manholes.”
“I am not interested in manholes.”
“What about harbours, then? Have you
ever watched a ship dropping anchor in a tideway
and then see the anchor pull clear several times
running? You could become an expert adviser
on tidal anchorages. You would need surveys
of the bottom and you could learnedly debate
the anchor holding qualities of different types
of bed material at different stages of the tide.
You could, no doubt, put up good and sufficient
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The Opening of the Wuya Bridge
byJ.J. Gaudy

Il/vember

the 22nd was a gala day for
the people of Bida. From the early
morning thousands from Bida and
the surrounding villages were moving to Wuya
where the new bridge was to be opened by the
Northern Nigeria Premier, Alhaji Sir Ahmadu
Bello, Sarduana of Sokoto. Throughout the
day the drummers and dancers were hard at
work entertaining the crowds and the excitement
grew in the evening as the official guests began
to arrive.
A gaily decorated stage had been erected on
the south side of the road to accommodate those
invited to watch the opening and here were
assembled Ernirs, Ministers, Members of Parlia
ment and most of the Diplomatic Corps. The
brilliant robes of the Nigerian dignitaries and
the summer dresses of the ladies contrasted
sharply in the bright sunshine with the more
humdrum shades of European suits.
The ceremony itself was short and simple.
Upon arrival the Premier was met by the Minister
of Works, Alhaji Shehu Usman, and the Per
manent Secretary Mr. E. Jones. Mr. Jones
introduced to the Premier members of his
and the Consultants and Contractors staffs who
had been engaged on the design and construction
of the bridge. After a few words of welcome
from the Minister, Sir Ahniadu Bello made a
brief but eloquent speech in both Hausa and
English. Mr. Measor then presented him with
a very fine silver gilt model of the bridge as a
memento of the occasion.
At this point the programme called for the
Sarduana and the invited guests to walk to the
bridge where the tape would be cut and the
bridge be declared open. The crowd had other
ideas. With a loud cheer it broke through the
barriers and the police cordon and the Premier
was escorted in triumph to the tape. The
ceremonial scissors were held by the Managing
Director of Costains, Mr. Gray, who got off

own
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.

.

to a poor start and was in any case badly drawn.
His speed and stamina were equal to the occasion
and he arrived at the tape in time to present the
scissors to the Premier. As the tape was cut
the horns and the drums which had been silent
during the speeches started up again and rose
to a crescendo as the gaily decorated ferry began
its last journey. It was accompanied by a
number of dugout canoes which performed an
astonishing series of manoeuvres at high speed,
passing backwards between the piers of the bridge.
After the ceremony was over the celebrations
began with a cocktail party at the bridge site
given by the Contractors. After a brief interval
for recuperation there
a firework display
during which the bridge was floodlit and the
police band performed. The floodlighting was
extremely effective and the clean, elegant lines
of the bridge were much admired. The evening
was rounded off with a supper party given by
Mike and Pauline Ditchburn at which were
present amongst others, Messrs Measor and
McDermott and the British Deputy High
Commissioners from Kaduna and Lagos.
The contract completion date was the end
of November and the asphalt carpet was laid
only a few days before the opening ceremony.
The ferry continued to operate until just before
the opening and the first official crossing of the
bridge was made by the Premier’s car. We feel
sure that it is the only major bridge which has
been given a bath and shampoo before being
declared open. The tireless Joe Miller rounded
off two arduous years by organising a fatigue
party to scrub it from one end to the other.
The opening ceremony was organised very
efficiently by Mr. Hibbs, Deputy Permanent
Secretary to the Ministry of Works and by
Mr. Muggeridge, Provincial Engineer Niger
Province on whom fell the main burden of the
construction of the stands and the making of
arrangements for controlling crowds and traffic.

was
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Newsletters
Ka duna
The big event for the Kaduna Office since
publication of the last Newsletter has, of course,
been the official opening of the Wuya Bridge.
The ceremony is fully described elsewhere in
this issue and our postscript to it need only be to
report on the present whereabouts of our site
staff. Mike Ditchburn and Joe Miller have now
moved to Maiduguri for the Yerwa Town
Drainage Scheme. We hope that after their
long sojourn at Wuya they will not find the
urban delights of their new surroundings
debilitating. They have recently been joined
by Willie Brennan from London Office, a
welcome addition to our strength.
To Ted Hart has fallen the lonely task of
remaining at Wuya to supervise the river training
works. Ted has been getting right down to the
business of supervision in a diving suit. A
reported conversation on the diver’s telephone
shortly after a descent into the murky waters
of the river goes:—
TED: WHERE AM I?
SUPERINTENDENT: GOD KNOWS, BUT
YOUR BUBBLES ARE COMING UP IN
THE MIDDLE.
At Kaduna Water Supply Scheme, the plant
contractors are busy installing machinery and
we are hoping to have water flowing about
June next. John Catirey has moved back to
the office and his place as R.E. has been taken
by Cohn Maclennan. Cecil West, who has
been with us as Inspector since Nyasaland days,
is leaving us to return home to Rhodesia. We
wish him the best of luck in the future.
Mike Earwaker has been building up the
Soils Lab, which must now be one of the bestequipped in the North. We understand that
some of the water engineers on the staff find the
S.F. atmosphere of the Lab. intimidating and
nostalgic club talk is of the ‘good old days’
when the site investigations were made with an
empirically calibrated shooting stick loaded with
a standard partner.

A burglar, with presumably a similar philoso
phy, broke into the Lab, store and removed
some apparatus, which had been ten months on
order, only two days after delivery. An agony
column advertisement requesting the return of
the mud to which the owner attaches a senti
mental value, seems indicated.
Mention of partners reminds us that the
opening of an office in Tanzania has added to
the list of exotic names of airlines and airports
familiar in our small administrative section.
We dare not name names but the misgivings
concerning some of the routes are indicated by
occasional lapses such as advising callers, “If
he returns etc.” instead of “When he returns.
JOHN CAFFREY

B elfa St
Our newsletter must start with an apology
from our staff photographer for not producing
the promised group photograph. It appears
that he has more trouble with his camera than
with his car and has resisted the suggestion that
it should be traded in for a later model.
Our numbers have now increased to thirtyone. David Lyon arrived in February from the
Cheshire contract, full of ideas of how not to
build niotorways. His move ‘across the water’
was highly organised but in spite of this, his
plans did not allow for a tree falling on his
house a few days before he moved in.
Ron Henderson rejoined the fold in January.
After a year’s interval he decided that he would
feel more at home in the Nigerian atmosphere
of the Belfast Office. Terry Campbell joined
us in December, mainly we suspect, to ensure
that the motorway alignment did not encroach
on the Massarene Golf Course at Antrim. He
has since found out that he joined the wrong
firm. Joe Corr, a newly-wed came to us in
December from Sweden where he had been
working for sonic years.
To help keep our young engineers happy and
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out of trouble, we have increased our numbers
of the fairer sex. Gwyneth Barnes, Sylvia
Seymour and Phyllis Swan have helped to
balance numbers and are most successful in
keeping the bachelors in order.
To offset these increases, Noreen McMurray,
who became Noreen Campbell at the turn of
the year, has left us, to work closer to her new
home. Frank Byrne in the Soils Laboratory
has been transferred to the London Office and
Denis Gaibraith will be leaving us shortly.
We are sorry to see them go.
Among our social events, the annual party
takes pride of place. Mr. and Mrs. Measor
and Mr. and Mrs. Grace were our hosts and
it is to be hoped that they enjoyed the evening
as much as we did. Dancing was the second
most popular activity, and under the influence
of the first, even our staunchest non-dancers
were seen on the floor. Joshua Oyedepo gave
us a solo demonstration of West African style
‘high-life’, which was our sole cabaret effort,
though George Eakin proved to be an ëceIIent
leader of the conga. Among our guests were
Roy and Pat Hodgen from Glasgow, and John
and Pat Caffery, on leave from Nigeria. Mervyn
Johnston ‘happened’ to be in Belfast at the time
and represented the London Office.
In the sporting field, we can only report one
activity—a football match between the Drawing
Office and the Soils Laboratory, held on a cold

Perception

Saturday morning in November. Unsuspected
talent was shown by Joshua Oyedepo who was
quite at home in the Irish mud. Brendan
McKenna, who organised the game, scored two
goals and helped his team to a 6:3 victory over
the Soils Laboratory.
The home-made wine and beer cult is growing
and we now number several members of the
Ministry of Development among our enthusiasts.
So far we have resisted suggestions that the
Soils Lab. would make an ideal distillery,
though it has all the equipment.
Despite the fact that the current winter has
been dry, the Irish climate has turned some
members thoughts to boat building, although a
Mirror Class dinghy seems a poor substitute for
Noah’s Ark. This has been lent a sense of
urgency by the results of our hydrological
investigations into flood flows in the local
watercourses—if these figures are ever reached,
the boats should come in handy for inspecting
construction work on the motorway.
Most of us who came to Belfast from England
(and Scotland) have settled in our new homes
and seem to spend most of our spare time
paperhanging and painting. We have found
the natives to be very friendly, though on occa
sions, we find the language difficult to under
stand. However, our children are picking it up
quickly, especially the wee small ones.
JIMMY JAMES

iy Rolai,d Plicher

Between the street lamps stands the dark—the yet
Unknown—the still unanswered question, which
Will strain anticipation to fatigue.
Between these points no thing is sure, no thing
Is certain, save we stand alone, even
Our leaning shadow lost, our toe-joined, fear
Joined, dark and silent self in blackness merged.
We are alone. Sound fades. The footfalls of the
World recede, the horse hoof echoes on
Frost hardened pavements fade into the vast
Unknown of other peoples lives, and in
The gutter swirl the withered fallen leaves
Of words long dead and aspirations past.

We do not even understand nor yet
Begin to comprehend in this life street
From start—to start of faith, the dark within.
That is the gift of saints—to know themselves;
The still point and the dance resolved in them.
To us the faces pass unknown, the door
Is never found into the rose garden.
We are alone. Except perhaps the once
Or twice; the isolated moment out
Of time, not marked by history nor the clock;
The lightning flash of insight when the world
Stood still, the meaning and the pattern etched
In light; aware; accepted; but not yet known.
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The still point and the dance resolved in them.
To us the faces pass unknown, the door
Is never found into the rose garden.
We are alone. Except perhaps the once
Or twice; the isolated moment out
Of time, not marked by history nor the clock;
The lightning flash of insight when the world
Stood still, the meaning and the pattern etched
In light; aware; accepted; but not yet known.
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A year in Deift
by Lee CIioL’—huiiç

On

October 15th, 1963, I set foot on
Holland, (the land which the Dutchmen
claimed that they, not God, made), to
attend the 7th International Course in Hydraulic
Engineering at Delft University.
The Course at Deift Technological University,
the only technical institute owned by a nation of
11 millions population, was sponsored by the
Unesco, and consisted of six different branches:
harbour and coastal engineering, land re
clamation, river engineering, theoretical and
experimental hydraulics, water resources, and
foundation
engineering. Participants
could
choose one of the branches or a combination
of various subjects from different branches,
subject to the approval of the Director of
Studies. The course was divided into three
terms and lectures niainly concerned with
basic principles in hydraulics, soil mechanics
and mathematics were given during the first
term (October to February). The second term
(February to June) was mainly devoted to
lectures concerning specialised knowledge in
various branches and a period of individual
studies (July and August) constituted the third
term. The Director of Studies, after consulting
each participant, advised and arranged with
him the programme of individual studies.
For th award of a postgraduate diploma in
hydraulic engineering, each participant had to
pass two examinations, a written examination
after the first term and an oral examination
before an examination board of four professors
at the end of the third terni.
Forty nine participants from 25 different
countries took part in the 7th Course (1963-64).
They were well classified by the lecturer in
agronomy during his first lecture. He started
his lecture: “Gentlemen, welcome to Holland!
Although this is the first time we meet, I know
all of you very well. You can be classified into
four groups: firstly, those who only care for
studies; secondly, those who only care for a

diploma; thirdly, those who only care for a
good time; fourthly, those who are intelligent
to care for studies as well as for a good time”.
(After the lecture, one participant boldly en
quired whether he should include a fifth group—
those whom girls run after).
The majority of the lecturers were Dutch
professors or engineers working in various
laboratories
and
government
departments
throughout the country. There were also
visiting lecturers from other European countries
and the United States. English was used during
the lectures. Most of the jokes among the
participants concerned either “Dutch” English
or “Latin American” English. One of the
lecturers for hydraulic constructions once found
that he had been lecturing during the recess
period. He apologised and said, “when I miss
the bell, you should WAKE me up!!!” The
same lecturer used to repeat during his lecture:
“As you all know, the soil has no BRAIN!
One Belgian professor found it dilllcult to explain
in English the propagation of waves due to
water hammer effect in a conduit, so he ran
from one side of the classroom to the other and
back again, and told us that the crest of the
wave had travelled from one end of the conduit
to the other and then reflected back towards
the entrance
Three field trips outside Holland (including
a short geological field trip to southern Belgium)
were organised during the second and third
terms to visit various hydraulic laboratories
and construction sites in Belgium, northern
France, south-eastern France, Switzerland, Italy
and northern Germany.
As Delft University is the only technological
university in Holland, all facilities for technical
education are centered there. Participants have
easy access to the TR4 computer, hydraulic
laboratory, soil mechanics laboratory, etc.
During the period of individual studies, I used
a TR4 computer to calculate influence
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coefficients by the Boussinesq equation, settle
nient due to consolidation and the propagation
of tidal waves up an estuary.
The course encouraged an approach to be
made from first principles to various problems
in hydraulic engineering and in soil mechanics
(mainly problems in delta areas). But, above
all, it was an excellent opportunity to meet and
understand people from all over the world.
Any differences in colour of skin, mentality,
habits, customs, training, history and political
structure of the country, etc. did not divide us
into groups. Instead, we studied together,
played together and laughed happily together
over the same jokes which we heard.
Dutch people, belonging to a country which
is small but highly industrialized, have a great
respect for foreigners. Most of the people
speak English, German and French. There
fore, not one participant managed to pick up

the Dutch language, although all of us stayed for
almost a year in the country.
Life was fairly pleasant, quiet and peaceful.
Delft is situated about 7 miles from the Hague,
which is 35 miles from Amsterdam and 15 miles
from Rotterdam. Regular and quick train
services operated throughout the day between
these cities. The Hague has a population of
700,000. Being the seat of the Government,
one can find. practically everything in and
around the city. (By the way, 1 was told by a
Dutchman “Amsterdam is our capital, because
our Government is not there. The Hague is
the Queen’s Residence, because our Queen does
not live there”).
It is six months since I returned to London
and looking back, I feel no regret professionally
at having attended such a course. But, I must
say that I have doubts as to whether it can be
justified financially for one to do so.

Excerpt from a query sheet sent between the vendor’s and the purchaser’s solicitors during a recent
(inine) house purchase; it might throw some light on the question “Do solicitors earn their fees on
conveyancing?”

Query

is the property connected
direct to the companies gas
mai is?

Vendor’s solicitor

Purchaser c solicitors

Not necessary (3.1.64)

Essential we have this inform
ation (5.1.64).

Not to our knowledge (8.1.64).

Please enquire (10.1.64).

Am enquiring (12.1.64).

Please expedite enquiry (20.1.64).

There is no gas laid on to this
property (5.2.64).

The central heating of this
property is operated by gas.
Please enquire (7.2.64).

Yes (18.2.64).

There are 18 queries on this standard query sheet and this straightforward one took 7 weeks to answer.
How long does it take to answer all 10?
P. A. Vulliamy.
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SUMMER, 1965

Some notes on
the Philology of an Obscure Tongue

Newsletters

by A. Cooper O’Ffr

suppose that all of us, at some time
or other, have been faced with language
difficulties. Instances which will spring
to many minds are those futile battles with
Caesar’s Gallic Wars, irregular French verbs and
various other linguistic trivia from the school
room. These of course were (of necessity) passing
struggles and ordinarily the student who intended
becoming an engineer was forgiven if his achieve
ments in the study of foreign languages were less
than desirable. For those of us, however, who
are working in the Glasgow office, and who are
not native to the city, a degree in philology
would appear to be a sine qua non. The
reason for this apparently extravagent statement
is that the natives of this city converse in a tongue
which is as obscure as—if not as elegant as—
Sanskrit. With no little difficulty, and at
considerable personal risk (not to mention
expense), the writer has made a study of this
peculiar patois and submits the following
notes on his research.
The initial aim of this research was to trace
the philology of the language, and in so doing
the writer believes he has made a discovery
which may have far-reaching repercussions.
The first point which strikes the researcher in
this field is the complete absence of literature
written in the language, and after exhaustive
searches of the Mitchell Library and various
seedy, second-hand bookshops, the writer con
cluded that this is essentially a spoken language.
Consequently the writer conducted a programme
of research designed to enable him to hear as
much of the language spoken as possible. Since
the natives are inclined to be rather taciturn
and unco-operative when asked to speak purely
for scientific purposes, most of the research was
carried out in public-houses and dance-halls
where they were unaware—indeed often oblivious
—of the fact that their conversations were being
made the subject of serious study.
At first the writer found great difficulty in
placing the origin of the language but one day

chanced to overhear a conversation which, at
the time, he considered “settled the matter
beyond all doubt”. It happened thuswise:—
Standing beside the writer at a bus-stop was
a typical male native—a “bauchle” or “keelie”
as they are variously known, when another
native, obviously a friend of the first, approached
and the following conversation took place:—
1st Native. “HULLAWRERRJOCK”
2nd Native. “WELLHULLAWRERR
HOWZIGL1AN”.
The rest of the conversation was unfortunately
lost to the writer by the approach of a No. 10
bus bound for Carntyne (dog track) which the
said two boarded. The writer had heard enough,
however, to deduce from the guttural pro
nunciation of their polysyllabic greeting that
the language must be of German origin. Imagine
already
his consternation, however, when
having classed the language in the Teutonic
group he overheard the following conversation,
again at a bus-stop:—
1st Native. “ERRABUS”
2nd Native. “SNO ABUS”
1st Native. “TIS ABUS”.
Clearly of Latin derivation!
Thus the writer was forced to conclude that
this is a very old language, much older in fact
than either Latin or German. Indeed, if the
reader possesses a copy of Chambers Etymologi
cal English Dictionary, the writer suggests that
he turns to page viii and alters the chart printed
thereon to read:—
INDO—GERMANIC
GLESCA*
ETC. ETC.
(*ANG LICE—GLASWEGIAN)
Obviously the language cannot possibly have
survived “entirely in its original form”, and
indeed certain foreign influences are apparent,
Continued on page 26
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Glasgow

-4

Statisticians will observe with possible regret
that the rate of increase of staff in the Glasgow
Office has regressed somewhat. Nevertheless
we warmly welcome Kyaw Myint, Wallace
Shirreffs, Ron Wilson and Margaret Don to
the Park Circus Office and Brian Loughran and
Angus Niven to the G.G.T.S. Office. Con
gratulations to Aage and Alison Samuelsen on
the birth of their daughter Karma and similarily
to David and Emily Moncrieff with yet another
daughter, Kirsty.
The annual office dance was held once more
at the Campsie Glen Hotel where Mr. & Mrs.
Hawkey, Mr. & Mrs. Bowen and Mr. Sang
entertained us. The meal was preceded by
cocktails and speculation as to whether the
triple increase in numbers since last year would
in any way detract from the festivities. However,
all fears were groundless and an excellent meal
complete with wines, liqueurs and cigars was
followed with dancing and socialising. All
efforts by the natives, in the shape of Billy Holmes,
guitar, et al. to dampen the proceedings were
unsuccessful. Once again we should like to
thank the Partners for having made the occasion
possible and to our guests for sparing the time
to share the evening with us.
Work on the Townhead Interchange Contract
Documents is virtually complete and we only
await S.D.D. (i.e. the Scottish equivalent of the
M.O.T.) approval before issuing the Contract
Documents. To use a good Clydeside shipyard
expression “Continuity of employment has been
ensured” by starting the preliminary design of
the Woodside Section of the Glasgow Inner
Ring Road and work on the 1/500 models is
quite well advanced.
The Canal Piping Contract is nearing com
pletion and had it not been for the poor delivery
of valves would probably be up to programme.
Planning design associated with the Com
prehensive Highway Study is nearing completion
and we have started to draft in outline the report

which will be submitted with the 1/2500 drawings
showing all motorway, expressway and arterial
road proposals in the ultimate scheme for
Greater Glasgow. We only hope that the
G.G.T.S. boffins do not contradict the con
clusions from the original survey which gave
rise to these predicted roads.
The G.G.T.S. Group have passed the peak
period of outside activity with the completion
of the home interview survey. The close of
the survey was celebrated by a dance and buffet
in the McLelIan Galleries in Sauchiehall Street
attended by vast numbers of the survey tem
porary staff. All that now remains is to find
out what to do with the vast accumulation of
paper which they have left behind (in the survey
office, not, of course, the McLellan Galleries).
DAvID MONCRIEFF

Hong Kong
Greetings, decadent imperialists, from the
drinkers of Progressive Democratic Peoples’
Water!
From the beginning of March, the East
River scheme began to supply Hong Kong with
15,000 million gallons per year of water from
Communist China. This is about 5 months’
supply and is nearly equal to the present total
storage capacity in the Colony of Hong Kong.
At this end, the major work involved was a
pipeline which links up with the first stage of the
Plover Cove scheme. In China, eight dams and
pumping stations have been placed across the
Stone Horse River to enable the flow in it
between the East River and a point near the
Hong Kong border to be reversed in direction.
We are told that these and various canals have
been investigated, designed and constructed in a
little over one year so that the severe water
problem created by the 1963 drought would not
be repeated. Even allowing for the fact that a
communist economy can presumably with ease
divert 10,500 construction workers and 60
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factories to one project at short notice, the
completion of the work in such a short time is an
impressive achievement. Comparatively little
niechanised plant was used; the Chinese film
now showing in Hong Kong includes scenes of
workers scurrying like ants over a hugh tract
of countryside which is almost invisible because
of their numbers! Apart from international
monetary considerations, the writer has received
no adequate explanation of China’s enthusiasm
to assist one of the bastions of capitalism, even
though it does contain four million people who
are doubtless “grateful to their fatherland for
what it has done to alleviate their problems”—
the quote being a paraphrase from the film
mentioned above.
The previous paragraph implies correctly that
the first stage of the Plover Cove scheme is
nearing completion. The most important recent
event occurred in early December when the
Lower Shing Mun dam reached its top level;
the reservoir will start to fill during this year’s
wet season. One inflatable neophrene dam is
operating at Tai Po Tau and two more are to be
installed at other locations later this year.
This is the first use outside the U.S.A. of this
method of water-level control. Some short
papers on Stage I were presented to the Hong
Kong Engineering Society during January.
Ho Chung ably replaced Chris Trounson, who is
on home leave, in presenting details of the works
at Lower Shing Muii. Other papers were
presented by Basil Bressler (ex Joint Office) and
Dick Riley and David Eastaff of Binnie’s.
In Stage 11, the Swedish tunnel contractor is
into the main tunnel after completing several
adits. At the main Plover Cove dam the French
contractor continues to dredge the main trench
and to overcome villagers’ objections in the
borrow areas. The Plover Cove Club was
inaugurated at the end of January with an
appropriately alcoholic ceremony in the speciallybuilt clubhouse at Tai Mel Tuk. Social contacts
with the contractors’ stall are thereby made
easier. Amongst the purely S.W.K.P. jobs, the
Kwai Chung project has drawn into its net a
road bridge at Lai Chi Kok with a total length
of 3,000 ft. Work continues on various marine
and storage installations. The state of the
cross-harbour tunnel is best described by Michael
Flanders and Donald Swann, who visited Hong
Kong recently and wrote a song about it. This
starts: “Oh, the great Cross-Harbour Tunnel
but that is as far as it has gone!”
This of course brings us to Culture, of which
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there is plenty following completion in recent
years of an excellent City Hall containing a
theatre and concert hall. In the last year
performances have been given by the above
pair, Gracie Fields, the London Symphony
Orchestra, the Beatles, Luigi Infantino, Vladimir
Ashkenazy, Shirley Bassey, the New Shakespeare
Company, a Mexican Folkdance group and many
others.
A minor sensation occurred when the newlyconstructed floating explosives storage barge
was towed—empty of course—from the dock
to its proposed mooring-place in Tolo Harbour
near the Plover Cove dam for use on the dam
and tunnels. Radio Hong Kong reported next
morning that it had failed to arrive and could
not be found! After a search and large press
headlines it was discovered safe (and not in
China as some people had feared) having laid
up for the night. An explanation which sounds
impossible was given to the writer; this said
that the charts on board the tug were rudimentary
and that the instructions were merely to con
tinue until the entrance to Tolo Harbour
appeared and then to turn left!
The other news item was caused during
January by James Hetherington of Binnie’s,
who s a member of the Hong Kong Auxiliary
Air Force. A piece fell off the helicopter in
which lie was under instruction and both he and
the pilot were lucky to escape alive from the
ensuing crash in which the machine was a
write-off. James cracked one or two vertebrae
but is now up and about for short periods after
leaving hospital, in which he spent a few weeks
bed-ridden. Binnie’s people do seem to be
accident prone—Jim Aspden claims his car had
seven accidents in as many months and he was
only in it once! These include the occasion
last year when he carefully parked his car 50
yards from the nearest tree just before a typhoon
during which a branch of the tree was nevertheless
blown Onto his car.
During the Chinese New Year holiday in
early February, Michael Guilford and Hugh
Childers went to Bangkok to play cricket and
hockey for the Kowloon Cricket Club, Michael’s
performance being one of his best for some time.
They returned with enthusiastic descriptions of
the sporting facilities which are available there.
David Coffey reached the quarter-finals of the
Colony squash championship but was eliminated
at that stage after a hard struggle, however as
compensation, David has been selected once
more to captain the Hong Kong Selection Xl,
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this tinie to meet county champions Worcester
shire in a two-day niatch at the end of March.
This means that he is also on the short list for a
forthcoming two-week tour of Malaysia.
Staff movements have been relatively few
recently. Lance Dodd took a short leave but
is now back with us again. Jane Milner left
the Joint Office, and Peter Ferguson and
Raymond Wai moved out to site at Plover Cove.
Current rumours suggest that Peter was moved
out as soon as the Partners heard that his
bagpipes had arrived from home. Until site
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accommodation is available, lie has however,
retained his town quarters where he plays a
piano which appears to be larger than either
the lift or stairs to his 17th floor flat! Yuen
Wai-to returned to the S.W.K.P. office after his
session on Plover Cove Stage I. Au Yee-pin
went out to Kwai Chung and Au-Yong came
in from the sanie site.
Congratulations are due to Paul Ng and (belat
edly) to Robin Osborn on their election to
A.M.J.C.E. status. Our best wishes also go
out to Ed Ha, who married Miss Regina
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factories to one project at short notice, the
completion of the work in such a short time is an
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there is plenty following completion in recent
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performance being one of his best for some time.
They returned with enthusiastic descriptions of
the sporting facilities which are available there.
David Coffey reached the quarter-finals of the
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retained his town quarters where he plays a
piano which appears to be larger than either
the lift or stairs to his 17th floor flat! Yuen
Wai-to returned to the S.W.K.P. office after his
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went out to Kwai Chung and Au-Yong came
in from the sanie site.
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Lee on 19th December, 1964 and to Shi Man-Fai,
who married Miss Lau Yee-Man on 12th
March, 1965. At present the stork is on strike
but negotiations are in progress.
The Pontifact Diners’ Club continues to
flourish, and on 27th November, 1964 we met
once again. This was a rather special occasion
as it was the Club’s first birthday. Mary and
Bill Lamb were the organizers this time and
they did an excellent job.
For this meeting Mary and Bill chose The
King’s Lodge. This is the basement restaurant
of the Palace Hotel, one of the many nice
hotels in Kowloon. The King’s Lodge, as the
name implies is rather olde English. We were
entertained throughout the evening by a “wander
ing minstrel” playing the accordion. Mary
and Bill treated us to a good old down-to-earth
meal this time (none of the exotic stuff for them!).
Firstly we had a super hors-d’oeuvre which
nearly was a meal in itself. Then we all had a
succulent juicy steak followed by ice cream with
chocolate sauce or cheese. Needless to say
plenty of drinks were consumed and a thoroughly
good time was had by all. Thank you, Mary
and Bill.
Syd Drury as usual gave his short-after dinner
speech and we all raised our glasses and wished
ourselves “Many Happy Returns”. Syd wel
comed Yvonne and David Coffey back to the
fold after their home leave.
Mary and Bill produced a novel idea for
choosing the next organizers—all names of
those people who have not yet organized a
dinner were put into a hat and Syd made the
draw. The “lucky” ones were Edwina and
Ken Phillips.
The eighth meeting on 12th February, 1965
at the Cafe Galano in Kowloon was attended by
27 members. This restaurant is off the main
tourist track but fairly near the residences of
several office staff, some of whom took advantage
of this by walking to the rendezvous, thus using
a form of exercise which is almost impossible
later in the year due to the combined heat and
humidity. Our hosts selected a Russian menu
on this occasion, starting with salted herrings
and a delicious Russian salad and following up
with that well-known speciality—borsch soup.
Chicken a Ia Kiev as main course was followed
by a sweet called Kasha a Ia Gurieff which is a
form of semolina with fruit. To attempt to
dilute the vodka and Australian riesling, coffee
was served. Syd Drury made a hilarious
speech in the course of which Mr. and Mrs. John
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Grindlay were welcomed at their first attendance
and Gillian and Robin Osborn were selected by
ballot to organise the next meeting. Thank you,
Edwina and Ken, for a very enjoyable evening.

Curtain hooks

PETER HEATH

by Irnigard and Peter Heath

Tanzania
During the month of January, a visit was made
by Mr. J. J. Gandy and Mr. C. M. Johnston to
the Tanzania office. During their visit a week
end was arranged at the Lake Manyara National
Park, which is a 123 square mile game sanctuary
set at the foot of the Rift Valley Escarpment.
The Park stretches for 28 miles along the edge
of the soda Lake Manyara and contains one
of the densest concentrations of big game to be
found in the whole of East Africa. The lake
also attracts thousands of water birds and
flamingoes, and the park has some 400 identified
varieties of birds. Manyara became a game
park in 1957 and a National Park in 1960.
The park is in a beautiful setting bounded on
one side by the lake and dominated on the other
side of its 1 mile width by a 600 ft. escarpment.
The Park varies from dense water forest to open
parkland, grassland and marshes. One of the
chief attractions to the tourists are the lions
which have the unique habit of climbing the
trees. During our visit we did not have the
pleasure of seeing the lions up the trees but we
were very fortunate in seeing various prides and
a total of twenty lions were seen, all very placid

and calm, showing signs of having had a good
kill the night before. Herds of elephant, buffalo,
zebra, giraffe, wildebeeste, gazelle and antelope,
also many rhino and hippo, were seen. One
lonely buffalo performing his ablutions in a
small mud hole resented our presence and
charged us, coming to a sudden halt about
30 feet away. On deciding that we were mere
humans he returned to complete his bath,
leaving us to breathe a sigh of relief and continue
with our photography.
The Hotel, which was opened in 1960, is set
on the edge of the Rift Valley, with a command
ing view of the entire Park and the Lake. It is
modern in construction with nearly every room
offering an excellent view of the Park 600 ft.
below.
We look forward to seeing some of the many
other game reserves at a later date when time
permits.
EDITH HEDGES

is commonly thought that housewives
have a very easy life when abroad with
their husbands. At home, visions come
to mind of hordes of servants rushing about.
The following little story may illustrate that in
Hong Kong, where one has a servant because
one could not otherwise cope with the damp
heat of summer, life is not entirely a bed of roses.
Suppose, for example, that you want to buy
six dozen curtain hooks.
You walk down to the nearest appropriate
shop which is well away from the tourist areas.
“Good morning; have you any curtain hooks,
please?” The man gives a broad smile, which
in Hong Kong usually means embarrassment,
puzzlement or failure to understand English.
You scan the heaps and boxes with your eye
and finally point to curtain hooks. With a
broad smile he produces the adjacent box of nails.
At the third attempt you have the correct box
before you on the counter.
“How much?” Big broad uncomprehending
smile. A frantic recollection of Cantonese
phrases learnt so far produces the translation.
“Gay doa chin?” you say. Comprehension
and a long stream of Cantonese, which is useless
as you only know about half a dozen phrases.
So you start counting out 72 curtain hooks
from the box while the man twiddles his thumbs.
You point at your pile. “Gay doa chin?”
A huge sheet of paper—a Rolls-Royce bill—is

produced and he appears to start writing a book
in Chinese. Several columns of characters
appear, with at the bottom an enigmatic ‘$36’
(2/5/-). Now you are in a quandary. His
knowledge of non-Chinese script is probably
not very good. Remember that prices quoted
to a European in Hong Kong can vary by a
factor of about 3, depending on the shop. The
following questions must be answered instant
aneously. Does he really mean $36, or 7-d each?
This is perhaps a little expensive even by English
standards. Alternatively, $360 means only d
each which seems remarkably cheap. As you
begin to search uncertainly for your purse he
solves the problem by producing $360 and
holding this amount in his hand for you to see.
You sigh with relief, give him $4 and wait for
the change.
But now what have you done? A long
string of polite but unintelligible Cantonese is
hurled at your ears, for no apparent reason.
Surely he must have 40 cents change in the
shop! Fortunately a further search of your
purse reveals 60 cents and you can make up the
correct amount. All is now well and you
stagger out with your purchase without knowing
what the fuss was about. By the time you have
bought a few items in this way you need a long
rest at home before you can summon enough
energy to attach your curtain hooks to the
curtains!

Oh dear! what can the matter be ?
We have suffered a series of lock-outs caused
by latch-happy infants. In the first incident
Pippy Hopkins slammed the front door when
her mother was hanging out the washing.
Fortunately the builders were on the site, so
that an entry was eventually made by a ladder
to a bedroom window, and father was un
disturbed at his work. Then Anita Collins
played the same trick and mother had to tele

phone father to bring his key.

The child was
reassured through the letter box whilst Russ
sped to the other side of Kendal—doing the
return journey in 22 minutes flat. Finally,
Richard Heddon bolted himself in the bathroom
and Mother fed him with chocolate drops under
the door until lunchtime when father returned
and broke in.
W.M.H.
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Club Notes
C’aiiiera C/ui,
Congratulations to the winners of the colour
transparency competition, “In Holiday Mood”.
The judge made some very favourable comments
on the quality and standard of the slides, which
gives all the more credit to the winners. The
first and third prizes go to Bernard Ranger, and
the second prize to David Blythe, and the winning
slides are published with this article.
Camera Club meetings are continuing success
fully, and the Dark Room is coming into use.
We hope that as more people make use of the
darkroom there will be more entries of prints
for the competitions.
One of the many questions asked of us is
what camera to buy? This is not easy to
answer because it depends on so many things
which are personal to the questioner. It is
necessary (when you intend to purchase a
camera) to close your eyes to all the gimmicks
and chromium plating on the camera, and ask
yourself if it will fulfil the purpose required of it,
and if so is it in the price range you can afford.
Having satisfied yourself on these points the
rest is mainly a matter of individual preference—
is it too large, too heavy, can you hold it com
fortably and reach the shutter release with ease,
without shake and etc?
There is nothing wrong in buying a cheap
camera if it fulfils your requirements, and the
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1st prize: “Dewnshire Picnic” by B. Ranger.

following comments on the Instamatic Camera
range by Kodak, which will produce very
acceptable photographs, may be of general
interest:—
The Instamatic Camera is ideal from three
points of view:—
(i) It records what you see by the click of a
button.
(ii) It has the marvellous advantage of
instant loading and unloading, no un
nerving fiddling about with two slippery
spools. There is only a flat cartridge to
slip in the back of the camera, a few
flicks of the thumb to bring the first
number to the window and all is ready for
immediate use.
(iii) There are no difficult adjustments for
height, shade or distance, It is compact
enough to be carried in a handbag or
pocket, and very light weight when
slung in its case around the neck.
The Instamatic produces three kinds of picture,
colour transparencies, colour prints or black and
white prints. The cost varies, but the processing
for colour slides is included in the price of the
cartridge, with the result that they cost about
1/3d, each.
There are five types of camera in the Instamatic
(Kodak) range and with the exception of the
‘50’, the smallest and cheapest priced at about
£3, they have a built-in flash holder for flash
photography. The ‘50’ can have one fitted at a
little extra cost.
The more expensive the camera naturally
the more advantages there are to go with it.
The pamphlets will tell you for instance, that the
largest camera in the range, the 500 Instamatic,
has a fast high-precision four element f28
colour-corrected Schneider ‘Xenar’ lens, semi
automatic exposure control in the viewfinder,
shutter speeds up to 1/500 second, with much
more besides. All this will cost you about £42.
For the modest photographer, the Instamatic
100 priced at about £5 takes very good colour
slides, with excellent detail of subjects at distances

2nd prize: “Siesta time in Seville” by D. Blythe.
1\
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from 5 ft. to infinity. We made an interesting
comparison last year in Italy between this
cameia and a larger, more expensive camera of
a different make. From the mountain road out
of La Sperza, one can look down on the Medi
terranean lying hundreds of feet below, with a
beautiful wide valley between the road and the
sea. It was a warm and lovely day and.the view
so perfect that we stopped to photogaph it,
but we doubted whether our little lnstamatic 100
would pick up the sea, so blue and sparkling in
the far distance; however, we hoped for the best,
focused, clicked and the picture was taken.
Then we used the larger more expensive camera.
First it needed adjustments for infinity, the tinie
of day, the slight heat haze over the valley, the
position of the sun and only then could we
focus it on the view and take the picture. The
time spent admittedly, with great pleasure, was
three times as long as with the lnstamatic, and
when we compared the results some weeks
later, except for the slide being slightly smaller,
the Instamatic picture was superior. The
foreground colours were clear and sharp and
the far distant Mediterranean Jay sparkling and
blue, just as we had seen it from the mountain
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road. We were very pleased with the result.
It showed us that, given the right conditions, the
Instamatic did everything it was cracked up to
do.
As no light meter is required, the right amount
of light and sunshine is needed for the perfect
picture. A dull day will give poorresults and
a picture taken in fading light Will also be
disappointing, however lovely the sunset. A
good guide seems to be not to take pictures
until three hdurs afle, sunrise and to stop
taking them three hours befne sunset, also
never to photograph with the rays of the sun
s’anting into the camera. If you can remember
this, then these comparatively cheap and very
simple little cameras will give you very good
results and much pleasure.
VIEWFINDER

Saiiiuç
The office sailing dinghy “Mlanje’ has
survived the winter and is now re2dy for man
oeuvres on the River Thames.
For the benefit of new members of staff, a
little about sailing facilities, rules etc. The firm
has a G.P. 14 (General Purpose l4’-O” long)
sailing dinghy called “Mianje”. This dinghy is
available to all members of the firm and their
friends provided, one member of the boat crew
can sail. It is a condition of taking the boat
out that everyone wears a life jacket; some are
provided with the boat. Notice should be
given to the Secretary before taking the boat
out in order that no clashing of bookings occurs.
It is hoped that more people will take up
sailing this year and to this end it is hoped to
arrange instruction for novices during one
week-end in May.
Should any person be interested in sailing
would they kindly get in touch with the Secretary.
Finally, the location of the boat—Harts Boat
Yard, Portsmouth Road, Surbiton, Surrey.
DAVID BLYTI-IF.

Squash Racquets 1964—5

3rd prize: “Rendezvous on Dartmoor” by B. Ranger.

When first I was told that PONTIFACT required
a report from the squash secretary I wondered
whether temporary amnesia might not be a bad
idea. The reason for this reluctance can be
seen from the fact that the team has only managed
to win 1 out of 10 matches so far this season,
but this does not stem from any lack of trying,
only lack of skill. We have been unfortunate
in that all our best players have departed for
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Club Notes
C’aiiiera C/ui,
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1st prize: “Dewnshire Picnic” by B. Ranger.

following comments on the Instamatic Camera
range by Kodak, which will produce very
acceptable photographs, may be of general
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2nd prize: “Siesta time in Seville” by D. Blythe.
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blue, just as we had seen it from the mountain
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far-flung offices of the firm and a new require
ment for joining the London office might well
be suggested—that of squash playing skill. In
spite of the fact that the secretary was not sure
which month he was in, twelve players turned
up for the internal game on February 23rd and,
as they appear to have done for some time past,
the ‘Civils’ were victorious, this time by the
margin 6-0.
I should like to take this opportunity of
thanking all those who have represented the
firm for their support and J trust that they have
enjoyed the extras, if not the contests, them
selves, it would appear that many people have
been availing themselves of the use of free
courts at Dolphin Square, since the firm’s
initial supply of tickets was exhausted. If any
member of the firm would like to know more
about the game, or the teacn’s activities, please
contact me.
BILL WYLEY.

Stamp Club
Since the last issue of PONTIFACT the activities
of the club have progressed at a fast pace.
In December Ted Wright returned from the
distant wastes of the Commercial Union Site
for a couple of hours to talk about and show his
collection of the stamps of Mauritius.
Our January meeting had to be postponed at
the last moment due to the absence on business
of one of our speakers. A competition was
therefore prepared at short notice with the
olject in mind of not only getting all members
participating but also of helping the more
recent recruits to the club to get to know some
of the things to watch for in their collections.
The competition consisted of several parts and
included a quiz on some aspects of Great Britain,
the recognition of stamps from small cut portions
and finally the recognition of some varieties of
Commonwealth stamps. On being told at the
start of the Meeting what was before them some
of those present could have cheerfully slaughtered
your scribe, but everybody (including the person
who prepared the competition) went away
knowing a lot more about stamps than when they
arrived. The success of the meeting could be
gauged by the request of everybody present that
the meeting should be repeated in the future.
In February, Messrs. Reynolds and Kennedy
showed their collections of stamps which have
been issued to commemorate the Olympic
Games.

in March David King showed many of the
overprinted stamps from his collection. Over
prints have been used for many purposes during
the history of Philately including altering the
value of the stamp, currency alterations, political
changes in a country and to limit the use of the
stamp to a specific government department.
All of these types of overprint were included in
David’s display.
During the last few months a start has been
made with organizing swapping between mem
bers with the circulation of a “Swaps Box”.
This has proved most popular with members
and after one or two teething troubles during
the first few weeks the box is progressing well
on its second time round.
We regret that we have recently lost Doug
Brown from our membership particularly in
view of the excellent work he has put in as
Assistant Secretary in arranging the purchase
of new issues of stamps from our overseas
contacts. The committee are very pleased that
Chris Knollys was able to accept their invitation
to join them and to take over some of the duties
previously carried out by Doug.
The highlight of the Philatelic year took place
in February at the enlarged and renovated
Royal Festival Hall when the Exhibition organ
ised by Stanley Gibbons to celebrate the cen
tenary of the publication of their first catalogue
took place.
The centre piece of this exhibition, which was
visited by most of our members, was the world’s
rarest stamp, the British Guiana “One Cent”
whose present day value is £200,000 (56 million
times its original cost). This stamp has only
once before been on view in England and this
was back in 1923.
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Write (6,100) Comptr, Section, Notes
by Tery O’Neill

the middle of last year the awful truth
had to be faced: computing had come to
stay. A few pioneers had been working
for some time before that, with Geoffrey Williams
and Don Mattocks in London, Maurice Watson
and Angus Munro in the far north, and others,
but circumstances had prevented a major
eruption of computing in the firm. However,
success breeds success, and it became clear that

a full time service section would be needed, as
there was work in plenty for several people.
Which is where I came in.
The Section has grown in its first six months
and is still expanding. From two last September,
we reached four at the end of the year and seven
at the end of March, with vacancies for another
four being advertised at the same time. (Parkin
son knows about computers, too).

—.r
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DEREK VERRAN

SOME NOTES ON THE PHILOLOGY OF
AN OBSCURE TONGUE—contd. [ron, p. 18.
not the least of which is the lrishness of certain
grammatical forms.*
The foregoing, whilst of undoubted philo
logical interest and value, does little to help the
foreigner coming to live in Glasgow and the
writer proposes, when the difficulties with the
Lord Chamberlain’s Office are resolved, to
present the fruits of his research in the publichouses sncl dance-halls.
Scholastic opinion is at variance over this point, some claiming
that it is due merely to bad English, whilst others hold the viesv
that it is due to the influence of St. Mungo who, as legend has h,
landed at the Broomielaw from an Irish cattle-boat.

Figure 1. A typical computer installation.

Courtesy of C.E.G.B.
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What do we do? Before computing can
start we have to spend a good deal of time
learning about civil engineering and how to
consult, so that we speak the same language as
the man with the problem. This is important,
as we sometimes have to discover how the
computer can help to solve the problem. (First
class Computermanship, this, as you score ten
points for finding the problem, another ten for
solving it, and ten more for leaving the client
wondering what hit him).
Doing sums is about the last thing we attempt.
Most computing nowadays is much more
exotic than that, concerned mainly with logic
and decision-taking. Suppose for example,
you want to catch a train. Your actions might
look something like Fig. 2, which is called a
“flow diagram”. This is, of course, simplified,
and omits a number of decisions, but shows well
enough how we plan a computer job. Each
item has to be considered separately as the
computer has a simple mind, unable to do more
than one thing at a time, and we have to do all
its thinking for it. (We don’t use computers
because they’re clever, but because they’re
accurate and very fast). When once the flow
diagram for the program is drawn, programming
can start. For instance, the section “Board
Train” in Fig. 2 might look like this:

stupid mistake we build into the program, which
is why program correction and development
takes a long time. Modern computers are not
much to look at, as all the interesting things are
inside. However, Fig. 1 shows one of the
machines we use, this example belonging to the
Central Electricity Generating Board and being
located just behind the Army & Navy Stores in
Victoria Street. We don’t have our own
computer as machines of that size cost anything
from half to one million pounds. The quiet
peaceful look of the photograph is not typical—a
big computer in full flight with half a dozen
operators is a very busy place indeed! (In
consideration of any suspicious wives, we have
not included operators in the picture).
Eventually, results are produced by the com
puter, leaving us with the relatively straight
forward, if important, tasks of giving the user
his results, and paying the bill.
For the future, we can expect a big increase in
the amount of computing done, with a consequent
improvement in the Firm’s competitive position
and a reduction in some of the more tedious

IF (NONSMOKER EQUALS EMPTY)
GO TO NONSMOKER
IF (BLONDE EQUALS SMOKING)
GO TO SMOKER

least inhibited that we have read anywhere.
(1 think it is significant apropos of overseas
views, that most of the pro-government papers
are printed in Afrikaans whereas the opposition
papers are in English, and Afrikaans is an
extremely difficult language for foreign corres
pondents to translate). The new Capetown
railway station is in effect two stations—one for
white, one for coloured—yet the old one, still
operating when I saw it, was being shared by all.
Some other similar developments were equally
difficult for a stranger to understand.
In trade, French, German and other European
companies obviously are very much alive to the
value of the South African market in cars,
machinery and other merchandise, whilst Japan
is mounting an all-out attack by importation of
goods of all descriptions, with characteristic
intensity and efficiency. Our housing problems
in Britain paled into insignificance besides those
of housing the Bantu in South African cities;
whilst the individual dwellings are understandably
primitive in comparison, they were being steadily
improved and we were astounded by the extent
of the areas we saw and the effort and money
put into them by each main city. Similarly,

This is written in a “program language”,
which is the way we communicate with the
computer. There are many different languages,
mostly with incomprehensible names like
ALGOL, EMA, CPL. The example above is
written in FORTRAN, which is the most
popular language at the moment and the one
we use most of the time. Programming the
arithmetic is fairly easy once the logical steps
are sorted out, and
A = B + C + D/E
means the same thing to the computer as it
does to you.
When the programming is complete, it is
transferred to punched cards or paper tape,
because the computers we use can’t understand
writing (not this year, anyway). The cards are
fed into the machine, which reads them and
does the operations we wish. The remaining
problem is that the computer repeats with
complete accuracy and incredible speed every
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calculations (You won’t win, though, because
using a computer allows you to work harder
and do more, rather than the reverse, but at
least it will be more interesting work).
The title of this article, by the way, is in
standard Fortran, so I conclude in the following
manner:—
100 FORMAT (9H THE END, 2’F8.3, 16)

Anyone for Royalties?

H. P. Pooley felt that the dignity of the
Hong Kong Firm suffered when important
documents were sealed
using coins or even
rather dirty thumbs. He
therefore had a seal cut
as illustrated here—bla
tantly based on a design
in which he sincerely
trusts no copyright exists.

PARTNER’S PANORAMA—continued from page 6.

Figure 2. Flow diagram—catching a train.

one’s mind almost boggled at the problems of
primary, let alone higher, education.
If I may venture one opinion without offence
to our kind hosts, it would be that one of the
vital and most urgent needs in South Africa
now, is finally to close the gap between the
Afrikaans and English speaking white peoples,
so that all are in fact as well as in name, one
nation.
Our travelling arrangements had worked
perfectly throughout the month in South Africa,
but we met a very irritating delay on our way to
Nairobi. Now I have also met yet another
obstacle in the way of completing this Panorama
and, as proposals for overseas projects brook
no delay, I must curtail it for the present.
Perhaps the Editors will permit me to complete
it and give my overall conclusions through a
separate article in the next PONTIFACT.
On behalf of all the Partners, I extend best
wishes to all members of the staff who have got
married or have increased their families, and a
warm welcome to all who have joined S. & W.,
K. & P. since the last issue of PONTEFACT
appeared.
F.M. B.
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Nairobi. Now I have also met yet another
obstacle in the way of completing this Panorama
and, as proposals for overseas projects brook
no delay, I must curtail it for the present.
Perhaps the Editors will permit me to complete
it and give my overall conclusions through a
separate article in the next PONTIFACT.
On behalf of all the Partners, I extend best
wishes to all members of the staff who have got
married or have increased their families, and a
warm welcome to all who have joined S. & W.,
K. & P. since the last issue of PONTEFACT
appeared.
F.M. B.
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Chemical analysis of “Women
con tn

Element:
Women.
Occurrence: Found wherever there are men.
Seldom in free state. With few
exceptions the combined state is to
be preferred.
All colours and sizes. Usually in
Physical
Properties: disguised condition.
Face covered with a film of com
posite material.
Boils at nothing and niay freeze at
any moment.
However, melts when properly treat
ed.
Very bitter if not well used.

bit ted by Artur Lozinski

Chemical
Very active. Possesses great affinity
Properties: for Au. Ag. Pt. and precious stones.
Violent reactions when left alone.
Ability to absorb expensive foods at
any time. Undissolved by liquids
but activity greatly increased when
saturated with alcohol solution.
Sometimes yields to pressure. Turns
green when placed behind a better
looking specimen. Ages rapidly.
Fresh variety has great magnetic
attraction.
Important: Highly explosive when in inexperi
enced hands.

Letter received by P. Vulliamy
6th. February 1963
El Cayo.
Mr. Vulhiami.
Sir, This to inform you that I am very sorry, that I got to send to collect from you for The
Belize Times as you know that I got to send the Cash to Belize office as I was depending on
your driver Irvin, but I was made to understand that he went to Belize, Sir could you please
deliver the sum of Three Dollars, for the Two month that pass, December 1962 and January
1963 to Mr. Lennox Bradley the foreman fo Central Farm,
Thanking you Sir the Agent of the Belize Times
Leonardo E. Acosta

Cyprus
A year has passed since David Flavell and I
met the Contractor’s staff on the gently sloping
ground chosen to be the site for Moni Power
Station.
The olive and carab trees have gone now and
the excavation is a raw scar in the scrub. An
exceptionally wet winter has brought the grass
out on the slopes of the road cutting already.
By next spring when the 3,500 acacia bushes we
have planted are established the natural restor
ation should be well in hand.
In July Bill Kirk of Preece, Cardew & Rider
joined us as the Resident Transmission Engineer.
P0NTIFAcT’s Nigerian readers will perhaps re
member him. Mr. Hawkey also dropped in on
his way home from Hong Kong.
August saw the Monsoura affair when Audrey
and I were caught in Famagusta with swimsuits
and flippers only, wondering how to explain
our lack of clothes and passports if the services
had decided to pull everybody out immediately.
Mr. F. H. Dickinson of Preece, Cardew &
Rider paid a flying visit in October while he and
Mr. Orde were staying at Larnaca.
In November Cohn and Kaye Bell with their
two children arrived. Cohn is the P. C. & R.
Senior Resident Engineer, and when Stan Bell
of Babcock & Willcox turned up a few days later
the sense of a growing community began.
Mr. Hawkey called in on us again in November
when Erik Bird came out for a week. Erik was
given a high pressure tour of much of the Island
and turned out to be a real magpie collecting
shells, stones, pieces of mosaic and pottery.
Returning from Paphos one evening, where
we had each stolen a piece of the mosaic, we
were stopped at a police post and given a very
thorough search. In Audrey’s handbag they
examined the piece she had taken and replaced
it without comment. Erik was muttering quietly
in the back seat as he visualised the inside of
a Cypriot jail—but they were looking for letters
to or from Turks and happily weren’t concerned
at all about souvenirs.

We thoroughly enjoyed Erik’s visit.
The P.C.R. staff increased to 3 in February
when Brian Leyland arrived as Electrical Resident
Engineer but we shall even up the numbers soon
when Richie Davidson comes out as Quantity
Surveyor.
A year is too long between newsletters but
with the contract really opening up now—
English Electric, A.S.E.A. of Sweden and
S.P.E. of France all due on site soon there
should be plenty to report for the next issue of
PONTIFACT.
ANGUS WILSON

London
It is not often that we get the chance of
congratulating a Partner on becoming a Grand
father, but this is the second time for Mr.
Hawkey, whose grandchild is the second daughter
of Mr. & Mrs. David Hawkey. Karen was born
in Bombay on the 20th February, 1965, a signifi
cant date since it is also Mr. Hawkey’s birthday.
*

*

*

We are pleased to see that Mr. Sang, who
spent most of March in hospital following a
cartilage operation, is now back in the office,
after a short convalescense. Roger Mattingly
has also spent time in hospital and is still away
from the firm undergoing treatment. We hope
that he will return fully recovered. Reports
reach us that Roger is residing in comfortable
surroundings, midst flowers and fields, with
attractive nurses to boot. Will he be returning
to the fold refreshed?
*

*

*

Best wishes are sent to Peter Halls, Ken
Innes and Vlodek Prylinski on their appointment
as Senior Engineers. We are sorry Vlodek, that
your name is appearing in PONTIFACT before
your 10 year term with S.W.K.P. is complete
but the news must ‘out’.
*

*

*

Further congratulations go to Wally Grainger
who is now a Member of the I.C.E., to Peter
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green when placed behind a better
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Sir, This to inform you that I am very sorry, that I got to send to collect from you for The
Belize Times as you know that I got to send the Cash to Belize office as I was depending on
your driver Irvin, but I was made to understand that he went to Belize, Sir could you please
deliver the sum of Three Dollars, for the Two month that pass, December 1962 and January
1963 to Mr. Lennox Bradley the foreman fo Central Farm,
Thanking you Sir the Agent of the Belize Times
Leonardo E. Acosta
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A year has passed since David Flavell and I
met the Contractor’s staff on the gently sloping
ground chosen to be the site for Moni Power
Station.
The olive and carab trees have gone now and
the excavation is a raw scar in the scrub. An
exceptionally wet winter has brought the grass
out on the slopes of the road cutting already.
By next spring when the 3,500 acacia bushes we
have planted are established the natural restor
ation should be well in hand.
In July Bill Kirk of Preece, Cardew & Rider
joined us as the Resident Transmission Engineer.
P0NTIFAcT’s Nigerian readers will perhaps re
member him. Mr. Hawkey also dropped in on
his way home from Hong Kong.
August saw the Monsoura affair when Audrey
and I were caught in Famagusta with swimsuits
and flippers only, wondering how to explain
our lack of clothes and passports if the services
had decided to pull everybody out immediately.
Mr. F. H. Dickinson of Preece, Cardew &
Rider paid a flying visit in October while he and
Mr. Orde were staying at Larnaca.
In November Cohn and Kaye Bell with their
two children arrived. Cohn is the P. C. & R.
Senior Resident Engineer, and when Stan Bell
of Babcock & Willcox turned up a few days later
the sense of a growing community began.
Mr. Hawkey called in on us again in November
when Erik Bird came out for a week. Erik was
given a high pressure tour of much of the Island
and turned out to be a real magpie collecting
shells, stones, pieces of mosaic and pottery.
Returning from Paphos one evening, where
we had each stolen a piece of the mosaic, we
were stopped at a police post and given a very
thorough search. In Audrey’s handbag they
examined the piece she had taken and replaced
it without comment. Erik was muttering quietly
in the back seat as he visualised the inside of
a Cypriot jail—but they were looking for letters
to or from Turks and happily weren’t concerned
at all about souvenirs.

We thoroughly enjoyed Erik’s visit.
The P.C.R. staff increased to 3 in February
when Brian Leyland arrived as Electrical Resident
Engineer but we shall even up the numbers soon
when Richie Davidson comes out as Quantity
Surveyor.
A year is too long between newsletters but
with the contract really opening up now—
English Electric, A.S.E.A. of Sweden and
S.P.E. of France all due on site soon there
should be plenty to report for the next issue of
PONTIFACT.
ANGUS WILSON

London
It is not often that we get the chance of
congratulating a Partner on becoming a Grand
father, but this is the second time for Mr.
Hawkey, whose grandchild is the second daughter
of Mr. & Mrs. David Hawkey. Karen was born
in Bombay on the 20th February, 1965, a signifi
cant date since it is also Mr. Hawkey’s birthday.
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We are pleased to see that Mr. Sang, who
spent most of March in hospital following a
cartilage operation, is now back in the office,
after a short convalescense. Roger Mattingly
has also spent time in hospital and is still away
from the firm undergoing treatment. We hope
that he will return fully recovered. Reports
reach us that Roger is residing in comfortable
surroundings, midst flowers and fields, with
attractive nurses to boot. Will he be returning
to the fold refreshed?
*
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Best wishes are sent to Peter Halls, Ken
Innes and Vlodek Prylinski on their appointment
as Senior Engineers. We are sorry Vlodek, that
your name is appearing in PONTIFACT before
your 10 year term with S.W.K.P. is complete
but the news must ‘out’.
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Further congratulations go to Wally Grainger
who is now a Member of the I.C.E., to Peter
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Rutter on being awarded his A.M.T.C.E., to
Graham Butt and Doug. Brown on attaining
Part 11 of the membership qualifications for
A.M.1.C.E. In a different sphere Joe Sher and
Graham Walker have been equally successful
by gaining passes in the recent Associate
Membership examination of the Institute of
Structural Engineers.
*

*

*

The difficulty is to find some of these people to
congratulate them, since the firm continues to
spread itself through 39, 47 and now even 57
Victoria Street. Rumour has it that another
map will soon be appearing on underground
stations, showing all the firm’s sections in a
tartan hue to distinguish them from the new
British Rail Services. The moving habit has
spread to the Partners and their secretaries,
but more details of this next time.
*

*

*

In the meantime our temporary staff still have
utmost difficulty in finding where they are
supposed to be working—and many is the poor
soul who has been rescued on the stairs. Men
tion of difficulty reminds us that it is now ex
tremely difficult to run the gauntlet of Mr. Hill’s
hide-away—have you tried to get through that
curtain in a hurry?
*

*

*

The fo]lowing courageous folk have announced
their engagement:
Jane Croudace to Martin Carroll
Jim Irving to Christine Davies
David Blythe to Christine Williams,
whilst committed for life are:
Roland Edwards who married Pamela Tite
on 5th December, 1964, Niranjan Patal who
married Carol Clarke on 20th February, 1965
and John Wilkins who married Janice Wilson
on 17th April, 1965. Keeping up in the birth
stakes are Mr. & Mrs. George Brandon with a
daughter, Claire Natalie on the 9th January,
Mr. & Mrs. Dudley ings with a son, Stuart
Dudley on the 7th March, Mr. & Mrs. Jim Park
(away at Afam Power Station) a daughter,
Helen Rosemary on 15th January, Mr. & Mrs.
Artur Lozinski a daughter, Anna Krystyna on
2nd March and Mr. & Mrs. Siddik Homdoun a
daughter, Amani. Congratulations to you all
and best wishes for the future.
*

*

*

Mention of the future reminds us that progress
on the new New Scotland Yard is unfortunately
going well, and the shadow of the law looms

ever larger over the ‘Albert’! With two banks
on the same site can we say that they will be the
best protected in the country—or will the
rumoured plans of Sappers and Civil Engineers
from S.W.K.P. to drive a tunnel in the appro
priate direction combined with diversionary
delaying tactics at the bar of the ‘Albert’, be
successful in arranging an interest free loan?
Judging from the number of people who seem to
get themselves locked in at No. 57 after hours
perhaps a tunnel in that direction would also
come in useful.
*

*

*

News from Around the Sections flows in
thick and fast in response to our S.O.S. Cir
culars, thank you all those people who write
them up. We hear that once more we are
having to be sworn to secrecy’ over various
projects (does the move of New Scotland Yard
have anything to do with this
.). Perhaps
Messrs. Thorp, Whiting, McDermott and Taylor
may soon be ‘shadowed’ outside the premises
as well as on them!
.

.

*

Do we congratulate or sympathise with
Miss Lishmund and Bill Wilson for their first
20 years with the firm? Judging by the “tenners”,
now increased by the election of Mrs. Sutherland,
the habit is catching and they all deserve our
congratulations.
*

*

*

Off the secret list we hear that Joe Cassell’s
Section has gained Roger Barve, Bob Dawes
and Peter Waffenden, but lost Willie Brennan,
to the Yerwa Town Drainage Scheme in Nigeria.
From the Civils Section John Swift has trans
ferred to Bridges Section, Kendal, whilst Ronnie
Lirn is now with Bernard Ranger’s Section on
Transmission Line Work. Clive 1-luntley having
spent 2 years with the firm has now returned to
McAlpines, Bob Ramsey and Lee Chok Hung
have left the firm. Lee is to take up a Research
Assistants post at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Chris Fitt has been running cross
country for the Surrey A.A.A. Does he train by
making the marathon slog around all the London
Sections we wonder?
*

*

*

Trevor Hancock’s Section seem to be the
instigators of German Measles into S.W.K.P.,
but we can’t be too hard on them since Trevor
arranged for various members of the firm to
visit Imperial College and inspect the model
analysis work in hand for the CU. Building.
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We are sure that those who went would like to
record their thanks to Trevor and to Michael
Huang who acted as guide and interpreter.
*

*

*

As Terry O’Neill mentions elsewhere, Com
puter Section is still growing and the latest
people to arrive are Elizabeth Brett, Frank Burt
and Frank Ekman.
*

*

*

Bridges have only one ‘incorner’ in Joe Hart,
apart from the transfers already mentioned.
Outgoing were Chris Ford and David Wood to
Bridges, Kendal. Did you know that apart
from getting hot and bothered about work in the
office, the section endured further hot conditions
when they made an evening’s visit to a Sauna
Bath;—this may have been just an excuse for
the Chinese meal which followed—we have
still to find out, but the next Chinese meal was
not preceeded by a Sauna Bath! There has
been a temporary resident in Bridges since
December last in Gordon Millington. Gordon
will be working with us on the BeIfast—Castle
dawson Motorway bridges and he came over to
have experience of working in our Bridges
Section. During his stay various “Irish type”
trips were arranged, including pub crawls
around the East End pubs . . . Strangely enough
no one was late in on the mornings following
these expeditions. We are now wondering
when the counterpart trips will take place in
Belfast?
*

*

*

John Measor’s Section are still hard at work
on St. John’s Precinct, Liverpool, so perhaps
the absence of news indicates that they can’t
even get their pencils from the board. We can
only assume that no news is good news. How
ever, we understand that they have been joined
by Brian Merideth and David 1-litchings, so we
hope they can let us have sonie news for the
next issue.
*

*

*

Nobody seems to have left the Firm via
Airports Section lately, but then why should
they when the ‘work’ programme includes site
visits to the Bahamas! Both Stewart Cook and
Con Mullen have sun tans that must be the
envy of Victoria Street.
*

*

*

The only complaint noted by Ted Fuller’s
Section is a past attack of “the screaming
C.U.’s’’, but we are happy to learn that this has
now cleared up and Peter RLltter with his squad

have returned to the fold with the rest of Trevor
Hancock’s Section. Into Ted Fuller’s Section
have come John Braithwaite and Niranjan Patal,
but numbers have been depleted by Ray Carter
and John Mercer leaving the firm. Brian Sini
monds has also moved out to Bridges Section.
*

*

*

We are told that Ken Innes Section have been
joined by Cohn Harding, but David Allen, Paul
Wilson and Alex Ansah have left. Siddik
Hamdoun has transferred to Vlodek Prylinski’s
Section, who have also gained David Horwell
and Vishiwa Nath Khanna as new staff to the
firm. Whilst not fully appreciating the signifi
cance of the next item we have to report that
John Lane has got a cat, not a cot, but Ken
Self has not got a cat—perhaps somebody ought
to explain this.
*

*

*

Bernard Ranger’s Section has welcomed
Artur Lozinski and Cohn Baines into London
office, Roy Harrison as R.E. Nigeria for the
Ughelli-Lagos Transmission and Mr. Binks as his
Inspector. On the loss side we hear that
Alistair Blair is leaving for Scotland and Ching
Hay Leong for Hong Kong. No other move
ments are reported, but Mr. Ranger himself
having attended a recent Symposium on Vibra
tions is perhaps in a better position than we are
to comment on this subject. A Russian Dele
gation visiting Hull Technical College recently
were given a technical commentary by Mr.
Ranger, who travelled up there specifically for
that purpose. Was it a case of “From Russia
With Love
*

*

*

The Scrutiny Section are maintaining an
inscrutable silence. Perhaps they are busy
reading the M.C.C. cricket laws in preparation
for the coming season, in explanation please see
the Cricket Report. Phil Green is now in
America on a Post Graduate Course at Harvard
University, and will eventually return to John
Sutton and his band of merry men. The veil
of secrecy hanging over Jim Taylor seems to
have gathered over the heads of his Section,
since they have followed the old axiom ‘Hear
no evil, see no evil, speak no evil’.
*

*

*

Gordon Forrest’s Section, apart from the
move to 57 in cohorts with Jack Parker and
Mervyn Johnston, have gained a new member in

David Newell.

Future processions along Vic
be viewed in comfort

toria Street could well
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We are sure that those who went would like to
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from the large corner window of the office in
which David now finds himself; we shall know
who to approach for a write up! Bill Rumsey
who joined the Section after leaving the Glasgow
Transportation Study Group, has now been
transferred to Vlodek Prylinski’s Section. Jack
Parker’s Section have lost John Caldow and
Gill Malmborg who returned to Sweden in
March, and gained Miss Elli Compton as a
technician.
*

*

*

The report from Mervyn Johnston’s Section
states that Zach Matthews returned in February
after visiting Jordan, typical Zach to get out of
an English Winter! having investigated the
possibility of siting a highway along the Eastern
Shore of the Dead Sea. Zach was accompanied
by Nabil Sweis. Members of the firm were
given the opportunity to see some of the places
they visited by means of slides that were shown
by Zach during two lunch times in the Second
Floor Conference Room, The shows were
very popular. Mervyn Johnston visited Tan
zania for two weeks in January.
*

*

*

Accounts—the only report froni here is that
Roy Wood has acquired a handyman—Ted
Cox; Mrs. Carter and Mrs. Sutherland have
been joined by Janice West. Roy Wood was
fortunate in just missing a train one evening a
little while ago (though at the time he did not
think so) and although he went to Southend via
John O’Groats he did not get physically involved
in the train crash caused by hooliganism.
*

*

*

The General Office have gained Gitte Barford
who is a shorthand typist, Mrs. Kerslake and
Mrs. Hare as tea ladies, while Maureen Fitz
gerald now welcomes visitors to No. 57 in her
triple capacity as telephonist/receptionist/copy
typist, but we hear that Heather de Silva has
left. A third chauffeur, Mr. Dobson has joined
the firm. Mr. Williams has now gained John
Forsyth as an additional messenger.
*

*

*

Our final news will come as a surprise to many
people who have known Paula Brownscombe
during her six years with the firm. Paula has
decided that the time is now come for her to
become a “Lady of Leisure” as she puts it and
formally left the firm at the end of April. Those
who have known her will, we are sure, want to
join in wishing her the very best of luck for the
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future and we hope that there will still be
occasions when she comes into the orbit of
S.W.K.P.
THE LONDON LIGHTS

On the social side we have our Mint Source
Club who seek out the best food and wine
values among the Lakeland hotels. This in
triguing title belongs to the Dining Club of
Kendal Office. The club is taking the opportun
ity of reviewing many of the fine eating places
to be found in the Lake District. On the lines
of the Pontithct Dining Club in Hong Kong,
one couple undertakes the arrangement of the

‘Westrnorland
Much water has flowed under Stramongate
bridge since PONTIFACT last had any news of us
folk at Kendal. In the early days of 1964 all
was very quiet with a staff of three or four at
No. 88 Stramongate. Then suddenly the O.K.
came from the Ministry to go ahead, and things
began to happen fast. Nearly every day new
faces appeared in the rabbit warren of little
rooms at No. 88 until the place was filled to
bursting point.
A niove was made out into the country, to
Shaw End, a large imposing mansion in a
beautiful estate, with wide views and lovely
countryside all around. A large mansion, but
not large enough! Still our numbers grew and
grew. Scouting parties set out investigating
hallways. outhouses, stables—even the roof
space, looking for anywhere to park a drawing
bench and stool, and room to spread out a plan.
The Soils Section have built themselves a new
prefabricated laboratory, and Bridges Section
have returned to Stramongate. Now, with a
staff of sixty, we are (we hope) up to full strength.
New faces to the firm have come from far and
wide. Where else would one find in an office
of this size half a dozen people talking of the
Outback of Canada, Petra or Maiduguri?
The job in hand is the routing, design and
construction of some 36 miles of the M.6 Motor
way from Carnforth, Lancashire, through the
Tebay Gorge and over the Shap Fells to the
Penrith By-pass. The line has been split into
four sections, each under a section leader with
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Shaw End. Photograph by Richard Colman.
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event and act .,is host and hostess during the
evening. The inaugural meeting was well
organised by Ron and Christine Rakusen and
Shaw End. Photograph by Richard Colman.

his own staff. The proposed route has been
published and the third section (through the
Tebay gorge) has been approved. The side
road crossings for this section have now been
published, and final planning is going ahead.
Section 4, from Tebay northwards over the
fells to Penrith, is following closely, behind
and we hope to have approval of this ‘part of
the line very soon. The southern half of the
line, Sections 1 and 2, has had so many objections
that a new route has been planned for parts
of the way, which means that the line niay have
to be republished.
With such a large staff living in Kendal and in
the villages around, a very wide range of social
activities has conic to life. The cricket team
practice at their nets on the lawn, but I see the
crocquet types have set up their hoops there
now, so they will have to take turns.
The River Mint flows through the grounds
of Shaw End; with its salmon and trout it
presents a wonderful opportunity for our keen
fishermen who are at present “angling” for the
fishing rights. A garden club is looking after
the upkeep of the grounds around Shaw End,
and its members have planted many rose trees.
We hope to obtain a sailing craft on Lake
Windermere this season so that we can try our
hand at managing a boat.
There are the usual devotees of golf, tennis,
squash and photography, but we have some
activities which may be rather unusual in the
firm’s history. At weekends in wintertime, one
sees the white sports cars (a very popular line,
obviously the thing with the younger staff
members) with skis strapped on the roof, all
prepared to go searching for snow over the
weekend. Others set off in protective clothing
and large boots to go tramping and climbing
over the Lakeland fells.

attracted eight couples to the Knoll Hotel,
Bowness, on 13th February. In the musical
world we have our Male Voice Choir who have
entered themselves in the forthcoming Kendal
Musical Festival*. We must be quite a musical
crowd; I’ve noticed two of the staff in the
Westmorland Symphony Orchestra, and others
in a local jazz group not to mention beat groups!
Two members of the Kendal Office, Hans
Erwig, from Holland, and Tim Mahoney, on
arriving here found they had an interest in
common—jazz. Hans plays the clarinet and
Tim the trombone. With a band formed from
local musicians, which goes by the name of the
“Kent River Jazzmen’, they will be opening
a jazz club shortly at the “Dun Horse” in Kendal.
Yes, life in Westmorland is interesting and
full. It is perhaps out on a limb, but there are
enough of us to form our own community and
enough going on to suit most tastes. We have
our difficulties; lunch for instance, when there
*
Stop press: Male Voice Choir ssins Kessvick Challenge Eowl at
Westmorland Music Festival—Congratulations
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is a terrific scramble to get into town, find a
restaurant and a seat at a table and back again.
This can only get more hectic as the holiday
season progresses.
Congratulations to:—
Philip and Barbara Redfern on the birth of a
son Nicolas John on 29th December, 1963.
Russ and Janet Collins on the birth of a son Paul
on 30th December, 1964.
Len and Doris Parker oil the birth of a son
Adrian on 21st February, 1965.
Peter and Isobel McCutcheon on the birth of a
son Robbie on 23rd February, 1965.
Ron and Christine Rakusen on the birth of a
daughter Clare Nicola on 16th March, 1965.

SUMMER, 1965

Jean Astin and Bill Sandham on their engage
ment on her coming of age last October.
Robin Wayne on his engagement to Joan
Whiteside at Christmas.
Election to A.M.I.C.E.
John Warburton in December, 1964.
Peter McCutcheon in January, 1965.
I will finish with a mention of the llighlight of
1964, which was our Christmas dinner and
dance at the Old English Hotel, Winderniere.
A hundred of us gathered for a most enjoyable
evening wllere we were very pleased to meet our
hosts, Mr. & Mrs. Hawkey, Mr. & Mrs. Bowen
and Mr. Sang.
A. H. L. KNOWLES.
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Pasir Panj ang,

Secoidary School, Singapore
by Jot’ Cassell and Bill Wilsoji
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The Soils Lab Lament
Oh dear! what shall we do?
Efficiency’s down and we’re feeling blue,
The strain of it all is affecting Jim’s brain
The soil lab work graph has gone down the drain.
Beryl tile Peril is shaking a sieve,
Witil that grip around me, I doubt if I’d live;
Enid and Jean are on the machine,
Plug up your ears the language’s obscene!

Miracles of Space
“The two acres involved cover an area of about
nine acres.”
—Fronl Building Industry News.
PETERBOROLTGH
*

*

*

Extract from contractor’s log, M.6 Motorway.
Dug out U.4. sanlple tube, which con
tained small amounts of mudstone and slurry.
(I Ilave repeatedly pointed out, that essaying
U.4s. in this ground is akin to expectorating
against a force Nine Gale)

large assemblies, the Assenlbly Hall being used
for social functiolls.

In December 1962, the Contractor started level
ling the hilly ground just outside Singapore, to
form tile school site, as can be seen in Fig. 1 above.
Tile sequence of construction is illustrated in
Figs. 2, 3 and 4.

All buildings are linked with covered-ways,
which give protection fronl the tropic rains,
and stornl drains prevent flooding, see Figs. 9
and 10. Deep nlullions and louvres were used
throughout to give nlaxinlum protection fronl
glare inside the building.

The school is nlainly single storied, the
Classrooms and Science blocks being tllree
storied and carried on ‘stilts’ i.e. 12” dianleter
columns forming a ‘way-througll’ at tile ground
floor level. The Dining Hall, with a concrete
and timber ‘butterfly’ roof, is used also for

The school which accommodates 350 pupils,
was opened in August, 1964.
5?

*

Eric aild Merrick are arguing like mad
Over the log sheets—it’s all very bad;
Stan and his gang are out on the fells,
At 1-{owgill and Roundthwaite, Grayrigg—
Sliap Wells.
Len’s at his desk, wiping up blots,
its not his fault to rule over clots,
Fred’s in his office, puffing his pipe;
Filing and fretting and trying to type.
Robin is chirruping over Ills toil,
Singing and whistling as he bashes the soil!
But takell all round theyre not a bad bunch,
Must finish this “ode’’ as its time for our lunch!
THE MUCKNTEARS.

*

45

54.

*

No Comment!
One of the Hong Kong partners recently
travelled from London on a VC 10 and was
allocated a seat in Row 14, which is opposite
an emergency exit and has extra leg-roonl. He
was pleasantly surprised to find that, although
the plane was almost completely full, tile two
seats next to him were unoccupied throughout
tile journey.
Having thus had a most com
fortable flight and Ilearing that Peggy Wilson
was shortly to travel on a VC 10, he strongly
advised her to ask for a seat in Row 14. TIlis
she did only to receive the reply “Sorry, Madam.,
we reserve those seats for the aged and infirm.”
The partner concerned doesn’t in the least
want to look a gift horse in tile nlouth but is
puzzled as to whether he looks old, decrepit, or
both. So far even his best friends won’t tell hinl.
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Fig. 3. Crafts Block second
shuttered prior to concreting

step- columns

being

Fig. 6. Dining Hall—showing formation of concrete
portion of ‘butterfly’ roof, the final timber hoods can be
seen in the panoramic view

Fig. 7. Dining Hall fixing reinforcement for one of
70’-O” span concrete beams of the ‘butterfly’ roof

Fig. 5. Typical thin tapered mullion cast in-situ

Fig. 2. Dining Hall
fixed

first step

column reinforcement

I
Fig. 8. Gymnasium—structure complete, varying roof
levels arranged to give maximum light with minimum
glare, see also Fig. 12 of finished interior

Fig. 4. Gymnasium—third step concrete carried to
position by women and placed by men

r

Fig. 10. Classroom Block—structure completed, also
covered way crossing interior courtyard, carrying
services between blocks within the roof slabs
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Fig. 9. Crafts Block, showing final arrangements of
cast in-situ mullions and louvres and large ground level
stone drain around outside of building
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Small time gardening
by Beth Ban croft

Fig. Ii. Panoramic view of completed job

The Architects were: Robert Matthew, Johnson Marshall & Partners in collaboration with Swan
& Maclaren.
The Contractors were: Chong Che Cheng & Co. Ltd.
Our representative on the site was: Andrew Maslowicz. Work in the office was carried out by Ted
Lyons and Bill Wilson.

Fig. 12. Gymnasium—interior view—this photograph illustrates how strong the natural daylight is

bably the sowing of seeds is the most
important job for the small gardener for
these usually provide the bulk of any
bedding out plants which will be used to brighten
the garden throughout the summer months.
If you should happen to have a greenhouse and
also have a source of heat in it then March is
usually the best month to start. However, if
you have no greenhouse you may be able to
find room in your “dwelling house” where
there is sufficient warmth available to assist in
the process of germination. Some gardeners
have been known to be successful in persuading
the custodian of the airing cupboard to yield it
up for a short time! The seedlings must be
brought out into the light as soon as they are
through otherwise they are likely to grow spindly
and weak.
Should you wish to use a frame or green
house which is unheated for your sowing, the
early part of April is often safer. However, if
you are late (as I always am!) half hardy annuals
can be sown direct into the open ground. A
lot depends on your locality of course.
Where you have no protection for your
seedlings it is safer to rely on the hardy annual,
like the old favourites, Alyssum, Cornflowers,
Annual Gaillardias, Clarkia, Godetia, Calendulas,
Larkspur, Virginia Stock and the like. All of
these can be sown in the open ground where
they are to flower, from April onwards.
Some folk regularly plant out their half
hardy annuals in May whilst others leave it
until well into June—often it is better to be
safer than sorry as it would be such a pity to
loose the little plants after all the trouble taken
in raising them because of impatience and a
cold night!
The enemy “impatience” often leads to failure
when sowing vegetable seeds in open ground.
In this respect some of the catalogues and
journals are a little to blame because they are
at times misleading in their advice and instruc
tions on when to sow. Sometimes I think the

folk who write these articles do all their garden
ing in a southern clime and know little of the
difficulties of the small gardener in different
parts of England.
it should always be borne in mind that very
few seeds will germinate until the soil has
reached a temperature of 45 degrees fahrenheit;
so any seeds sown before the end of March or
early in April are a waste of money, time,
effort and space. Seeds should not be sown in
ground that is wet and sticky—wait until it is
dry enough to walk on without the soil sticking
to your boots, then keep on treading and culti
vating and raking the surface until a fine tilth
is obtained when sowing can be started.
Usually the advisers say sow small seeds such
as carrots, parsnips, lettuce, cabbages and the
like in shallow drills. It seems obvious to me
that this means the seed will have an air space
to penetrate and will soon shrivel up and wither
away. In order to prevent this happening 1
make sure that there are no air spaces beneath
the seeds by making the drills as follows; rake the
soil into a fine tilth and then lay a broom handle
(or something similar) on the surface and
gently press it down with the foot. This leaves
a small U shaped drill of nicely firmed down
soil and the seeds can be sown in this with
greater chances of success. Cover the seeds by
carefully placing soil over the drill and then go
along it firmly but gently, patting with the bottom
of a rake.
If you are lucky enough to have some blackcurrant bushes which you planted last autumn
don’t be afraid to cut them back rather more
than half way and then you will have much more
fruit later on. At the same time look for any
unnaturally swollen buds and pick them off
right away as these are giving house room to a
pest known as “big bud mite”.
Do you like early strawberries? If you do,
then it is well worth while sacrificing some
frame space (if you have any frame space to
start with!) to grow a few plants in individual
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Small time gardening
by Beth Ban croft

Fig. Ii. Panoramic view of completed job

The Architects were: Robert Matthew, Johnson Marshall & Partners in collaboration with Swan
& Maclaren.
The Contractors were: Chong Che Cheng & Co. Ltd.
Our representative on the site was: Andrew Maslowicz. Work in the office was carried out by Ted
Lyons and Bill Wilson.

Fig. 12. Gymnasium—interior view—this photograph illustrates how strong the natural daylight is
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pots. Pot your plants in a good rich soil,
first in small pots and then transfer to six or
seven inch pots. The plants should be fed
occasionally with a weak liquid manure.
When planning your borders (a very pleasant
winter occupation) try them out on paper,
bearing in mind colour, size and height. This
helps you to keep the ultimate border tidy and
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‘easy on the eye’. Don’t be afraid to depart
from the old ‘tallest at the back, smallest at the
front’; mix them up a bit for variety and then
you will have added interest in your border.
There is an undoubted charm and attraction in
the border which flows and undulates—it looks
natural and therefore has at least twice the
charm.

Club Notes
Laii’n Tennis

Kendal Comments
Incredibly; if you will spend
Your holidays “Chez nous” Shaw End
You’ll eulogise the charm and grace
And be enraptured by the place.
Yet stay awhile, such is the trend
You’ll go completely round the bend.
Observe the staff. They just effulge
As every wall begins to bulge
When “Bods” arrive from every point
Miraculously cram the joint
Till this old house we thought so big
Becomes so small we have to dig
To find a place for coat or hat
Or put a saucer for the cat.
Still in there sweeps another broom
“Put two more benches in this room
.lust move that desk behind the door
There’s more space than you had before”.
“O.K.” we say, but voice a doubt,
“We’re in alright but can’t get out!”
Press on regardless. On the stair
Suspend an office in the air
With binnacle and wheel to boot
We’ll navigate the entire shoot.
The V.T.P.’s by air and train
Descend on us like summer rain,
Yet not so softly I declare!!
Quite cheerfully they pinch my chair
Still, standing one reflects, “How true”
Without them “There’d be now’t to do”.
So “Bless ‘em all” is what we say
We’ll sit down when they’ve gone away.
But stay! Before we’ve settled down,
With wringing hands and puckered frown
Here enters one with face aghast
Who reels and totters, failing fast;
Distilling tears from anguished eyes

b)’ Wall)’ 1’Talto,,
Sinks to his knees with woeful sighs
Till, crouching there behind the door
Strange adjectives, which we deplore,
Announce as in a madman’s dream,
“They’ve changed the entire ruddy scheme!”
More details, figures, tragic mimes,
“I’ve finished that bit fourteen times
And now, you get it! I’m to start
Back in square one. It breaks my heart.
Ye Gods! Can you disperse such “Gen”
I get it buttoned up, and then
All nonchalant, our V.T.P.’s
Without so much as ‘If you please’
Speak silkily; ‘My dear old chap
It never could be quite like that.’
Shades of the inquisition rack!
They stretch me out then ease me back
Despite the strain of mind and heart
i’m where I was before the start.”
One crumb of comfort midst the strife
We’ve got a steady job for life.
Philosophise and don’t complain
They hear you not! They’re on the plane!
Re Transport! Here’s another pill
We’ve christened Tony ‘Crasher Bill’
For with an aptitude and verve
He’s patented the ‘Williams swerve’
And with a carefree “Here we go”
Assaults the vans marked ‘G.P.O.’
Though in all fairness (Let’s be right)
He’ll bash up any car in sight!
‘Nil desperandum’ We’re the bunch
To give the carriageway some punch
And counter all the scurvy tricks
To muck up ‘Motorway, M.6.’
That thrusting branch of thriving tree
S. and W. K. and P.

The tennis arrangements this year will be
much the same as last year, with external and
internal matches. We hope to play approxi
mately eight matches with other firms, some of
which will be mixed doubles; these take place
between the end of May and the middle of
August.
Competition between the sections should
again be keen in the Inter Section Cup. Each
section entering provides a pair to play in a
league, scoring being based on a points system.
The respective league winners play off for the
title.
Anyone who is interested in playing tennis for
the firm should let me know, there need be no
reticence on their behalf as the standard of
play is not very high!
ALAN ROWLAND

intending competitors could inform the writer
without the need for reminders, thus reducing
the work of organising the event.
For the more serious golfers, the following
matches have been arranged for the early part
of the summer:—
Wednesday, 19th May versus Frederick Snow &
Partners at Croham Hurst G.C., near Croydon.
A very pleasant fairly short course, which made
the headlines a few years back when Harry
Weetman achieved a record 58.
Tuesday, 22nd June versus Ove Arup & Partners
at Walton Heath G.C., the championship course.
This should test our team for, apart from the
rigours of the course—with luck we’ll play off
the front tees—our opponents will include a
2 handicap player.
Tuesday, 6th July versus Binnie & Partners
at the R.A.C. Country Club, Epsom, with
which most of our players are fully acquainted.

Golf
In spring, young men’s fancies turn to thoughts
of “birdies”, etc., so a few notes about the coming
year’s golf are applicable.
The “Measor Mashie” tournament will be
held on Monday, 3rd May, at the usual venue,
the R.A.C. Country Club, Epsom. All members
of the firm who play golf are welcome to enter
for this competition; as in previous years matches
will be played over eighteen holes and scored
according to the Stableford system. This is
helpful to long handicap players and encourages
‘recreational’ golfers to enter for what is always
an enjoyable event.
The R.A.C. golf course is over pleasant open
parkland, with wide rolling fairways and im
maculate greens, few enough hazards and not
very difficult rough. Balls are not easily lost,
although on one occasion a competitor did lose
a club! The clubhouse and dinner are first
class (we tell our wives it is a form of overtime!)
This year we would like to see the ‘hidden
lights’ emerging from the bushes without further
prompting, and it would be most helpful if

FRANK SIMPSON

TIic’ Cliristia,i. Union
Earlier this year an effort was made to bring
Christians in the firm together so that they
could get to know one another and encourage
each other in the various problems encountered
in practising what they believe at the office.
At our first meeting we agreed that we would
have to decide on some sort of regular meeting,
although what was decided upon could be
changed and varied according to the way it
worked out and what people felt. So our first
arrangements were that we would meet fortnightly on Wednesdays in the second floor
conference room for half an hour at 12.45 p.m.
When the idea of a Christian Union was first
circulated several people rang me up, and the
first question they asked was “What form were
you thinking that the Union would take?”, and
I told them I didn’t know, not because I hadn’t
thought that far, but because it really depended
on what would be most useful for the people
who came.
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seven inch pots. The plants should be fed
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We started off by making our meetings Bible
Studies, and, for want of any other method of
choosing, we are sticking loosely to the scheme
of studying the Gospel for the following Sunday
(although, be it emphasised, the Union is
completely inter-denominational). We have had
two meetings on these lines so far, and in a way
it was surprising, although it shouldn’t be, how
much we were agreed on. Most people had
something to offer, and the different viewpoints
gave an increasingly clear understanding of the
part of the Bible that we were studying. Various
views about the functioning of the Union have
been expressed already, and I hope they will
continue to be, so that it can continue to serve
its purpose.
If any other members of the firm would like
to come to the meetings, please come along,
and if you want to find out what we shall be
doing please give me a ring.
We now meet weekly at 12.15 p.m. on Wednes
days and we are studying the First Epistle of
John.
WILLIAM SOMMERVILLE

Cricket
Whilst existing members of our cricket
fraternity are busy with packets of “Brand X”
endeavouring to force out B.S. 2660 ref. 9-100
and force in B.S. 2660 ref. 9-102 into their
cricket gear I would like to bring to the attention
of newcomers to the firm brief details of our
cricket arrangements.
The majority of our matches take place on
Wednesday evenings at the Long Ditton Cricket
Club Ground, Surbiton, play usually commencing
about 5.30 p.m.
Cricket ability is greatly appreciated but not
essential (except for the match with the Nyasa
land Leopards) and all members of the Staff
wishing to participate may do so. The fixtures
afford an opportunity to enjoy a game of cricket
irrespective of result and a pleasant social time
after the game.
As usual the main attraction of the season will
be the President’s Match when two teams
selected from the Staff meet at Long Ditton.
Our President and Mrs. Hawkey invite all
members of the Staff together with their wives
and families to attend this match and the mid
summer “social” which takes place in the Club
Pavilion after the game. Full details of the
game and transport arrangements will be made
known to all sections later in the year.

Our prospects for this year will, no doubt,
be dependent upon the following:
a) “new blood” replacing members who have
left us since last season;
b) a certain bowler getting his fair share of malt
and hops;
c) the fact that this year when the Secretary
wears the umpire’s coat, his hands will be
securely tied behind his back, and he has been
instructed to refer all doubtful appeals to the
Scrutiny Section.
Fixtures arranged so far:
Richard Costain Ltd. at New Maiden
Saturday, 15th May at 2.00 p.m.
Binnie & Partners at Long Ditton
Wednesday, 26th May at 5.30 p.m.
George: Trew: Dunn at Long Ditton
Wednesday, 9th June at 5.30 p.m.
Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners at Long
Ditton, Wednesday, 16th June at 5.30 p.m.
President’s Match at Long Ditton, Friday,
25th June at 5.00 p.m.
Nyasaland Leopards at Long Ditton
Friday, 9th July at 2.00 p.m.
Possible fixtures to be arranged:
R. Travers Morgan & Partners
Long Ditton C.C. 2nd Xl
Civils and Structurals (Internal)
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Letters to the Editor
To tile Editors of PONTIFACT:
Sirs,
Please extend to your Editorial Staff my
compliments on the fine Christmas issue of
PONTIFACT. As secretary to Thomas J. Fratar,
Partner of Tippetts-Abbett-McCarthy-Stratton
in New York, I have the good fortune to be the
first to see PONTIFACT when it arrives. Actually,
we receive two copies—I circulate one and keep
the other for myself!
While S.W.K.P. is a Consulting Engineering
firm, the articles are not strictly of a technical
nature and so the magazine appeals to everyone
—not only to engineers. I particularly enjoyed
the article about astrology (although much of it
was over my head) and intend to look .up the
books suggested by Sagittarius 12. I have
clipped “Soliloquy of an Old Man”—but
please tell me, who is A.O.M. (H.H.E.)? *
Thank you for a lovely issue—such fine work
deserves recognition.
Sincerely,
(Miss) Ann B. Pellicano
*

The Wuya Bridge
Technical Note: For those interested the
main features of the bridge are as follows:—
Width:

1470 feet
36 feet

No. of Spans:
Span Length:

12
122 feet 6 inches.

Length

Height of Piers
above caps:
Foundation:
Beams:

32-3 5 feet
157-4 feet diameter cylinders.
Average length 60 feet.
4 post-tensioned beams per
span. The beams weigh 92
tons and were launched by a
cantilever gantry.
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A.O.M. (HI-I.E.)

An Od Man (H. H. Exelby)—Editors.

To the Editors of PONTIFACT:
Sirs,
The identity of an author seems to have
puzzled both yourselves and the readers of your
magazine—perhaps I can help to explain.
Dan Hews is one of the many new staff who
has joined the firm in Westmorland—surely the
Staff Office know about him? Dan, of course,
is the gentleman responsible for the maintenance
of the lavatories, and what a splendid job he is
doing. Could there be others that London has
not heard about? Des Hawn, for example?
Des is the broadest Yorkshireman of them all,
and goodness knows there are enough York
shiremen. You could easily mistake Farleton
Fell for llkley Moor on a fine Friday afternoon.
Then there is Dse Whan, a wise man from the
east. Affectionately known as Dizzy, he is one
of the instrumentalists (players of the trumpet,
trombone and French hawn) forming a nucleus
of the wind ensemble we intend to enter for
the Westmorland Music Festival in the spring.
Another engineer from overseas is the Dutchman,
I-tans Dew. Hans has earned the nickname of

Foggy (or Foggy-Foggy in Double Dutch) dew
to his propensity for sampling peat in the Lune
gorge when the mists are swirling off the river
early in the morning.
By comparison, Ned Shaw may appear to
have a very ordinary, English sort of name, but
believe me he is no ordinary sort of chap. In
fact I would go so far as to say that there is not
one of the staff here who will not be indebted to
Ned before the end of the financial year, for he
is the arch brain behind the Great Luncheon
Voucher Fiddle. However, one must not say
more about this at present as the matter is
sub judice—or something equally immoral.
The new staff are not all engineers. There
are also some ladies working in the laboratory,
including Dawn She. Miss She is a local girl
who lives up to her name by being one hundred
per cent female. Dawn is very talented and
carries all before her even to the extent of
swaying the judges iii last year’s Morecambe
Bay Barrage Contest.
1 hope the foregoing will throw some light
on the problem posed in your last postscript.
Yours anagrammatically,
Shaw End.
To the Editors of PONTIFACT:
Sirs,
In my article in the Christmas issue, 1 mention
ed that Aquarius—into whose age of more than
2,000 years the world is heading—stood primarily
for science and the brotherhood of man. I
went on to say that of 35 engineers in this Firm
whose charts had been calculated, only one had
had an Aquarian ascendant and he had left the
Firm in order to become a University lecturer,
thus showing a typical Aquarian predilection
for dealing with people as well as science.
Since then Mr. Edington, the retired Resident
Partner from Nyasaland has been appointed
as Staff Services Consultant. This is astro
logically very interesting giving further clear
support to the above idea, as he has no less than
five of the ten planets in Aquarius.
Yours etc.
12.
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While S.W.K.P. is a Consulting Engineering
firm, the articles are not strictly of a technical
nature and so the magazine appeals to everyone
—not only to engineers. I particularly enjoyed
the article about astrology (although much of it
was over my head) and intend to look .up the
books suggested by Sagittarius 12. I have
clipped “Soliloquy of an Old Man”—but
please tell me, who is A.O.M. (H.H.E.)? *
Thank you for a lovely issue—such fine work
deserves recognition.
Sincerely,
(Miss) Ann B. Pellicano
*

The Wuya Bridge
Technical Note: For those interested the
main features of the bridge are as follows:—
Width:

1470 feet
36 feet

No. of Spans:
Span Length:

12
122 feet 6 inches.

Length

Height of Piers
above caps:
Foundation:
Beams:

32-3 5 feet
157-4 feet diameter cylinders.
Average length 60 feet.
4 post-tensioned beams per
span. The beams weigh 92
tons and were launched by a
cantilever gantry.

45

A.O.M. (HI-I.E.)

An Od Man (H. H. Exelby)—Editors.

To the Editors of PONTIFACT:
Sirs,
The identity of an author seems to have
puzzled both yourselves and the readers of your
magazine—perhaps I can help to explain.
Dan Hews is one of the many new staff who
has joined the firm in Westmorland—surely the
Staff Office know about him? Dan, of course,
is the gentleman responsible for the maintenance
of the lavatories, and what a splendid job he is
doing. Could there be others that London has
not heard about? Des Hawn, for example?
Des is the broadest Yorkshireman of them all,
and goodness knows there are enough York
shiremen. You could easily mistake Farleton
Fell for llkley Moor on a fine Friday afternoon.
Then there is Dse Whan, a wise man from the
east. Affectionately known as Dizzy, he is one
of the instrumentalists (players of the trumpet,
trombone and French hawn) forming a nucleus
of the wind ensemble we intend to enter for
the Westmorland Music Festival in the spring.
Another engineer from overseas is the Dutchman,
I-tans Dew. Hans has earned the nickname of

Foggy (or Foggy-Foggy in Double Dutch) dew
to his propensity for sampling peat in the Lune
gorge when the mists are swirling off the river
early in the morning.
By comparison, Ned Shaw may appear to
have a very ordinary, English sort of name, but
believe me he is no ordinary sort of chap. In
fact I would go so far as to say that there is not
one of the staff here who will not be indebted to
Ned before the end of the financial year, for he
is the arch brain behind the Great Luncheon
Voucher Fiddle. However, one must not say
more about this at present as the matter is
sub judice—or something equally immoral.
The new staff are not all engineers. There
are also some ladies working in the laboratory,
including Dawn She. Miss She is a local girl
who lives up to her name by being one hundred
per cent female. Dawn is very talented and
carries all before her even to the extent of
swaying the judges iii last year’s Morecambe
Bay Barrage Contest.
1 hope the foregoing will throw some light
on the problem posed in your last postscript.
Yours anagrammatically,
Shaw End.
To the Editors of PONTIFACT:
Sirs,
In my article in the Christmas issue, 1 mention
ed that Aquarius—into whose age of more than
2,000 years the world is heading—stood primarily
for science and the brotherhood of man. I
went on to say that of 35 engineers in this Firm
whose charts had been calculated, only one had
had an Aquarian ascendant and he had left the
Firm in order to become a University lecturer,
thus showing a typical Aquarian predilection
for dealing with people as well as science.
Since then Mr. Edington, the retired Resident
Partner from Nyasaland has been appointed
as Staff Services Consultant. This is astro
logically very interesting giving further clear
support to the above idea, as he has no less than
five of the ten planets in Aquarius.
Yours etc.
12.
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